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INTRODUCTION 

At a time when so much intellectual energy is being expended 

in discussions about educational "accountability" and the end 

product of the educational system, it seems appropriate to begin 

to focus empirically on the "input" of education in an attempt to 

enhance the "output". In its relatively short history, education

al research in New Zealand has tended to look at the broader issues 

of education rather than at the specifics of classrooms. To date, 

very little data has been collected relating to the activities 

that occur in the typical New Zealand classrooms in different 

types of school at various levels. 

The literature available provides a wealth of descriptive 

information, but little that could be subjected to statistical 

analysis. One of the earliest studies, carried out in 1957 by 

Ned Flanders in a number of Standard Four classrooms in the 

Wellington area, provides replicable date, but his findings are 

now less likely to be indicative of what happens in a typical 

New Zealand classroom when one considers the transformation that 

has taken place in the decade prior to but also partly as a con

sequence of, implementation of the recommendations of the Currie 

Commission on Education in New Zealand (1962). 

A more promising development, begun by Biddle and Adams in 

the United States in the late 1960•s and currently being extended 

by Professor R. Adams at Massey University, has the typical 

classroom as its setting. To date, however, the dat ~ relates to 

American classrooms, and little information is available as to 

either the vocus or the direction of the New Zealand project. If 

derived directly from Adams' previous work there is little likeli

hood of immediate pay-off, because of the complexity of the 
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research design and the sQphistication of the equipment required 

to support such a project. 

Currently, also, a research team from the University of 

Canterbury and the Christchurch Teachers' College, under the 

direction of Professor G. Nuthall, is engaged in classroom 

oriented research, which, while providing significant information 

about teacher "inputs", is so specialised in the application of 

controlled t eaching tactics as to provide only limited data about 

the natural course of events that are to be expected in typical 

learning-teaching situations. 

A number of research projects are at present under way at 

the University of Waikato, but again, due in large part to the 

difficulties of classroom availability for research, much of the 

work being done is more laboratory-oriented than classroom 

focussed. 

Available data are limited in terms of the classrooms 

studied, the activities observed, and the level of the school 

visited; or take such a narrow perspective that it is all but 

impossible to assess objectively what a classroom observer might 

expect to see in our schools. The field, as far as data on New 

Zealand classroom activities is concerned, is 11an empirical 

desert"· • 

• Footnote. 

In his 1962 report on a comparison of New Zealand and 

Minnesota teachers, Flanders referred to New Zealand 

classrooms as "affectional deserts". 
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The writer, engaged in teaching student teachers, is 

motivated to engage in this project in the belief that beginning 

teachers can be helped to improve their teaching effectiveness 

if they can be made more aware of their own behaviour when 

teaching. As learning to teach is much like the other kinds 

of learning individuals engage in, it can be controlled if the 

learner is made aware of the important variables involved. If 

teaching is defined as, causing or arranging the conditions so 

that learners learn something for some purpose, then all the 

behaviours of the teacher must be scrutinised, and it would seem 

desirable that any course in Learning and Teaching should explore 

the effects of teacher behaviour in the natural setting of the 

classroom. Flanders (1963, P 221 ) suggests that "• •• we can 

no longer expose prospective teachers to some facts about individ

ual differences, some theories of learning and child growth and 

development, etc, and let the entire burden of translating the 

knowledge into teaching action fall on the practice of teaching 

experience." 

Teachers' Colleges must themselves begin to "arrange the 

conditions so that beginning teachers can teach their learners 

something for some purpose". To do this it is necessary to 

develop some data based on our own classrooms, or at least to 

confirm the generalisability of overseas findings to New Zealand 

classrooms. 

The preponderant psychological bias of educational research 

has not proved successful in providing the basis for a cohesive 

and workable theory of teaching, and it seems timely that 

educational researchers should cast their conceptual nets wider 

in their search for more appropriate theoretical underpinnings. 
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Adams (1965) and Biddle and Adams (1967) were among the first 

educational researchers to break with the psychological tradition, 

taking sociological concepts as the theoretical framework for 

their research in classroom activities. Extrapolating from 

Durkheim's study of suicide (Durkheim, 1952) in which he adopts 

the notion that the incidence of suicide can be traced to the 

stability or instability of the social bonds or networks of 

relationships an individual develops, Adams (1965) conjectures 

that in a classroom where these social bonds are strong, children 

will "produce better results" and "teacher efficiency will be 

higher" than in one where these relationships are less stable. 

Little attempt, however, is made in the findings of the study to 

show either ,!!2! or ,!!!l these bonds operate in the classrooms 

studied except by implication. The approach does, nonetheless, 

give promise, in the long term, of providing a depth that has 

been lacking in classroom-oriented studies. It may, however, be 

necessary to widen the sociological perspective to include some 

discussion of Weber's studies of power, as it seems that role 

expectation may play a subtle part in the dynamics of the classroom 

situation. 

This latter must remain outside the scope of this study but 

is a project the writer hopes to engage in at a later date. 

Because of the pilot nature of the present project, the limitat

ions of time and resources, and the stated purpose, any broaden

ing of the theoretical framework would at this stage tend to make 

the whole effort an exercise in telescopy. 

It is proposed to present the material for this study in the 

following way. Chapter I discusses the purpose of the study, 

attempts to provide a conceptual framework, and sets out some of the 

assumptions that have prompted the research. Chapter II provides 
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a necessarily brief resume of the literature and the theoretical 

bases against which the data can be viewed. Chapter III sets out 

the hypotheses and the rationale that underlies them, and 

explicates the terms used. Chapter IV sets out details of the 

research methods used and describes the instruments tested in the 

study. Chapter Vis concerned with presenting the report on the 

findings of the data analysis and a discussion of these, and 

Chapter VI is devoted to an evaluation of the research design and 

discusses some modifications and prospects for future research 

effort. 



I. 

CHAPTER I 

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY 

As originally conceived, this project was intended to be 

a replication of the two major analyses of classroom interactions 

carried out in part by Flanders in Wellington in 1957 and 

Minnesota (1960, 1963), and by Adams (1965). It was hoped to 

ascertain whether the findings from these two studies could be 

applied to today's New Zealand classroom. Unfortunately, it 

was found that Adams' study was based on American classrooms 

rather than the Otago scene as had been expected. The findings 

of these two studies remain, however, of major importance in the 

discussion that follows as they give the present project both 

its direction and theoretical framework. 

One of the main reasons for dissatisfaction with just a 

repeat study, was the lack of a coherent theoretical framework 

to provide a meaningful context for what is hoped will develop 

into a much more comprehensive study of New Zealand classroom 

phenomena, when time, facilities and personnel are more readily 

available. Too little empirical evidence exists about what 

happens in our classrooms for teacher educators to speak with 

any authority about them. For too long our theoretical discuss

ion about classrooms have had to depend on data drawn from 

American, Australian and English studies. 

In searching the literature in the field of classroom 

analysis, it became apparent that there is, as Campbell 

(1968, p.98) asserts"••• a mountain of opinion, and a mere mole

hill of scientific evidence ••• " on which we can base meaningful 

discussions about classroom behaviours. Any help we can give 

beginning teachers must, it seems, continue in the meantime to 
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be drawn from our own intuitive experiences, rather than from more 

soundly based research findings that relate to our own distinctive 

educational settings. Apart from the lack of New Zealand studies 

reported in the literature, it also became obvious that there 

remain many unknowns - the types of activities groups of students 

engage in, the reasons for grouping pupils, the effects of small 

group interaction on affective and cognitive functioning of the 

members of small groups, the proximity or the distance of the 

teacher from the groups and the effects of these on the dynamics 

of behaviour, to name but a few. There remain also many unexplain

ed aspects of classroom behaviour - the relationship of praise and 

acceptance of pupils' contributions in classroom interactions to 

the subsequent behaviour of the contributor, the type of praise 

used, whether verbal or non-verbal, the effect of the cognitive 

level generated by the teacher, on the behaviour of the pupils 

(both affective and cognitive behaviour). There is little data 

on the inter-relationships that exist among the variables that are 

reported on - whether group activities are related to teacher move

ment, to the quality of the verbal interactions, to the quantity 

of interaction that occurs, and to the way in which the classroom 

is structured to facilitate interactions. These are just a few 

of the many aspects of classroom behaviour we need to know about. 

Despite the difficulties that must be faced in gaining knowledge 

about classrooms and the behaviours that occur at different 

levels in different subjects, little can be done until appropriate 

data collecting devices are designed to bring in the data that will 

expose much more of the r elevant behaviours to scientific scrutiny. 



PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

The major purpose of the research, while only a pilot study, 

was to tes t the viability of the four data-collecting instruments 

that have been adapted from those used by other researchers; and 

to begin to develop data resources about the activities that occur 

naturally in classrooms at different class levels in different 

kinds of schools in different subjects; and to ascertain whether 

there is a consistent and cohesive inter-relationship among the 

variables to be measured. 

In addition to the main focus of the study it was decided 

to ascertain whether there were inter-teacher differences at 

different class levels for the different types of school, and 

intrateacher differences for the two subjects observed. 

Originally it was hoped to compare the data collected in this 

study with the findings Biddle and Adams (1969) reported relat

ing to the sex and age of the teacher, but this was abandoned 

because of the very broad scope of the project and the degree 

of divergence from both these studies. 

A further dimension scrutinised was the relationship of 

Intelligence Quotient to the frequency of pupil interaction with 

the teacher. The data from this was derived from the coding of 

Participant Location and I.Q.'s taken where available (usually 

on entry to an Intermediate school) and was consequently carried 

out only for Intermediate and Normal Intermediate classes. 

THE SEARCH FOR UNDERSTANDING 

Because classrooms present a wide range of behaviours 

from moment to moment, any observations made in the natural 

setting must focus selectively on those considered to be of 

significance to the researcher. Ideally~ emitted behaviours 
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of teacher and pupils should be encapsulated in any endeavour to 

find patt erns of behaviour or inter-relationships among behaviours 

that might enable some classification of teaching inputs and pupil 

inputs and the a f fects these have on the dynamics of the learning-

teaching situation. Such a hope must be abandoned reluctantly 

in the face of present limitations of time and techniques , but 

this r esearch explored four dimensions of classroom activity in 

an attempt to ascertain if there was a cohesive relational pattern 

among them. The question that loomed large throughout the study 

was: Is there some relationship between the verbal interactions 

(type, content and cognitive level) that took place, the locational 

patterns of the teacher and of the children when they respond to 

or initiate to the teacher, and the kinds of activity engaged in 

by the pupils, either as a class or in groups. Also of interest 

is the group organisation of each classroom and any structural 

or functional reasons for this type of classroom arrangement. 

Consequently the direction of the study was based on the model 

set out in Fig. 1. 

I: TE AC H E R LO C A T I O N ( 
• ;> 

" 

,, ,r 

GROUP STRUCTURE VERBAL INTERACTION 
AND ~ 

• Mode I Content -, Level , . 
ACTIVITY FUNCTION 

.. " -~ 
~ =" .. 

I p ARTICIPANT LO C A T I O N I 

Fig. 1 . Research Des ·gn : 
odel for the alysis of Clas room nteractio s . 
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These aspects of classroom behaviour were chosen for 

observation in the belief that they are likely to be the most 

pervasive forms of activity present in all classrooms regardless 

of the kind of lesson, the level of the class, the type of school, 

the age or sex of the teacher, the ability of the pupils, and so 

on. It seemed likely that the teacher would adopt some preferred 

locational pattern that might be determined (or not) by the verbal 

interaction, which in turn might be influenced by the location of 

the classroom pupil participants, which might also affect the 

types of activities engaged in by teacher and pupils; each of 

which might det ermine in some subtle way the others . 

If, for example, the teacher is working with a small 

group, it was conjectured that his location is likely to be 

proximate to that group (working with the class as a whole might 

dictate a different pattern of locational behaviour), and prox

imity to a group might influence type, content and level of 

verbal interactions during that period. It also seemed likely that 

working with a small group would constrain the teacher to set 

activities (tasks) for the remaining pupils not directly in 

interaction with him. (Technical limitations in this project 

made it impossible to record the interactions of pupils or 

individuals and the teacher in the small activity group situation. 

If, however, group work forms an integral part of the classroom 

activities, then complete understanding of i t s nature and 

purpose and the role it plays in the dynamics of interaction 

can only come by attempting to observe and record its occurrence 

and subject the data gained to empirical analysis. In the 

long term the analysis of small group interaction , whether with 

the teacher or without , remains a goal of the writer . ) Again , 
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if a group of children is working on a set task, whether individ

ually or cooperatively, and not in interaction with the teacher, 

it was considered highly likely that at some time during the 

lesson the teacher's locational movement would be determined 

by the location of those participant members as would the verbal 

interactions, engaged in with that group, both in terms of type, 

content and level, and participant location. 

In opting to focus on these variables, a great deal of 

other behaviour was neglected, and the research had to proceed 

on the basis of certain assumptions about the nature of the 

behavers and their behaviours. 

ASSUMPTIONS THAT UNDERLIE THE STUDY 

1. Classrooms are micro-societies of the broader social 

setting and the participants in the educative activities that 

occur in them will behave in response to the same societal 

motivations in both settings. 

It is assumed that individuals will behave in the class

room setting according to the patterns of socio-cultural condit

ioning that are part of their behavioural history. In other 

words the behaviour of participants will be determined by the 

attitudes, prejudices, motivations, and so on, each brings to 

the learning-teaching situation. Obviously the past and 

present learning-teaching situations each has experienced 

will have shaped these social ideofacts. The teacher's behav

iour will be influenced by his perception of himself, and his 

role, and of the nature of the learner, of learning, of teach

ing, of education and of knowledge. Similarly, the behaviours 

of the pupils will be pre-determined in large part . 

The nature of sociological enquiry is to seek explanat-

~-------- - - - -



ions of social phenomena, and any observation of the classroom 

setting must inevitably focus on the sociological concommitants 

of the behaviour of the classroom participants. While it is 

not possible to identify or control the influences that affect 

the socio-psychological events that occur, it is necessary to 

view the classroom in a perspective that is broader than a 

strictly pedagogical one. For this reason, observations of 

individuals behaving in intragroup and intergroup situations 

must be attempted if insights into classroom functioning are to 

be achieved. 

2. Classroom participants engage in many different behav-

iours, some of which are overt, observable and measurable, others 

being convert, unobservable, and not subject to measurement. 

Learning is a covert process, occurring internally to 

the individual. The occurrence of this phenomenon cannot be 

observed or measured. The behaviours it is necessary to focus 

on are the performances of the participants, hence any reference 

to "learning" implies "learning performance", similarly "teach

ing" implies those overt, observable performances, including 

obvious teaching behaviours such as giving information, and the 

less obvious ones such as where the teacher locates himself, 

the gestures, the smiles (or frowns), etc. that he "performs". 

3. Some teaching (or learning) performances are more per

vasive than others, and hence can be taken as representative 

of a teacher's (learner's) total teaching (learning) behaviour. 

The inference here is that total behaviour is at present 

too elusive a phenomenon to observe and record for analysis, but 

does not necessarily suggest that a teacher who provides a great 

deal of verbal reinforcement will also use non-verbal reinforce-
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ment just as much. Flanders (196~ claims that verbal behav-

iour,representing as it does such a large proportion of all 

classroom behaviours, can be taken as a representative sample, 

but ultimately complete understanding can come only with 

analysis of all the variables operating. This study attempts 

to extend the representativeness of the sampled behaviour, but 

must concede to such an approach only because the limitations 

of direct observation demand it. 

4. The teaching performances that a teacher engages in 

probably follow a consistent and cohesive pattern, and together 

make up what might be regarded as a distinctive teaching "style". 

Much has been written about different teaching "styles" 

and it is not proposed to add to the proliferation of such often 

perjorative descriptions, but undoubtedly it will be necessary 

to make some inferences about particular teaching stances taken 

by teachers in the sample. But hopefully, these will be 

suggestive of a particular set of observable behaviours rather 

than prescriptions that label a teacher. If a teacher moves 

frequently around the room during a lesson and engages in small 

group discussion, directs pupils to engage in group or individual 

activities, then it is apparent he is using a "style" rather 

different from another teacher who tends to remain at the front 

of the classroom and interacts only with the whole class and 

sets tasks which all pupils are expected to complete. 

5. The distinctive pattern of behaviours teachers adopt 

will tend to determine the dynamics of the learning-teaching 

situation. 

A teacher who has the expectancy of succeeding in the 

learning-teaching situation will tend to use a teaching strategy 
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that brings him into closer contacts with his pupils than one 

whose experience of teaching has been less successful. The 

teacher who has a perception of the teaching role as being the 

transmission of knowledge, will tend to adopt patterns of 

behaviour that differ from one who sees his role as being the 

facilitator of learning. Macdonald and Zaret (1967) in a 

study of classrooms, attempted to relate Rogers' ( 961 

concept of "openness to experience" to the interactions that 

occur in learning situations, by measuring teacher response 

) 

to the productive ideas of students. They found that teachers 

whose role expectancy was classified as "open" generated more 

productive responses from pupils than those who were classified 

as "closed" (role expectancy oriented). It is conjectured that 

the variables explored in this study will isolate distinctive 

patterns of behaviour that will affect the dynamics of the learning

teaching situation. Thompson (1972) found that teachers have 

a very poorly defined sense of role expectancy, which may be a 

source of role conflict that interferes with their teaching 

behaviour. This area needs to be explored extensively in terms 

of the observed behaviour patterns teachers engage in. 

6. If a teacher is aware of his particular pattern of teach-

ing behaviours, and the inter-relationships among these, then, 

like all behaviour, they can be subjected to modification and 

control . 

In terms of immediate returns from studies such as this , 

it is hoped that if it can be demonstrated tentatively that a 

relationship does exist among the variables to be observed in 

this research , pre-service teachers can be made increasingly 

sensitive to their own teaching behaviour. Understanding of 
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the effects of particular teaching behaviour patterns should 

help in the development of a more rational approach to teach

ing. Flanders (196~ suggests the desirability of using a 

flexible "style" in teaching, but as his research focuses on 

verbal behaviour only, flexibility may perhaps be extended to 

encompass a number of other variables. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

11. 

Since the beginning of the century when Horn (1914) 

began to observe classroom activities, numerous investigators 

have endeavoured to develop viable systems to analyse and under

stand the activities that occur in classrooms. At first, 

attempts at analysis were tentative and sporadic with very few 

studies up to the 1950's, but since that time efforts have been 

doubled and redoubled, to a point where there are hundreds of 

studies recently completed, being completed or in the planning 

stages. The "learning theory wars" of the fifties have given 

way to the "classroom analysis wars" of the seventies, and the 

"behaviourists" and "field theorists" have stepped aside (or 

changed their academic gowns) to make room for the "unidimension

alists" and the 11multidimensionalists" who are spawning a host 

of new terms to bewilder the unwary classroom practitioner bent 

on coming to terms with improving his classroom "style". Levity 

aside, it is apparent to any initiate researching the literature 

in classroom analysis, that this is one of the major fields of 

concern in educational research. Many varying approaches have 

been and are being undertaken with varying success. 

The early failure to substantiate relationships between 

teacher characteristics and effective learning outcomes tended 

to discourage the classroom researcher, and it was not until 

the early 1950's and the early 1960 1 s that concerted research 

effort got under way. Since that time there has been a 

resurgence of interest in classroom phenomena, due partly, at 

least, to the rapid development of sophisticated electronic aids 

to research. 
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It is not the intention of the writer to engage in a 

lengthy review of the literature related to the field of class

room observation and interaction process analysis, as there is 

available an increasing number of much more scholarly, compre

hensive surveys by Biddle (1967), Campbell (1968), Gage (1968), 

Gage and Unruh (1967), Kliebard (1966), Medley and Mitzel (1963), 

Nuthall (1968), Rosenshine (1970) and Withall (1960). Rather 

it is proposed to focus on those aspects of research that have 

a direct bearing and influence on the present study. This 

review covers, firstly, a general discussion of some of the 

problems associated with this field of research, secondly, a 

brief outline of selected studies which might be considered the 

progenitors of the present project, and some of t h e major relev

ant findings that may be compared with data to be presented, and 

finally, an attempt is made to show how the present research is 

related to work being done in this field. 

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS OF CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES RESEARCH. 

In reviewing the literature it became apparent that there 

are a number of critical questions that come to the forefront 

when embarking on an undertaking so demanding as the analysis 

of the multitudinous activities likely to be encountered in a 

classroom. What is the nature of classroom behaviour? Vhat 

problems are likely to be encountered in observing these? What 

difficulties will arise in explaining what has been seen? 

Which aspects of the classroom activities are essential to 

providing explanations of classroom behaviour - individuals? 

groups? interpersonal relations? qualities of learning (per

formance)? affective variables? cognitive variables? verbal 

activities? non-verbal activities? 



To answer these questions from the research literature 

in this area, it seemed that there were seven elements of class-

room analysis that must be reviewed - approaches to analysing 

classrooms, the theoretical context of the various studies, the 

conceptual framework of each and the concepts used (or coined), 

methods of collecting the information required, the units of 

analysis chosen, the coverage achieved, and the generalisability 

of the findings reported. 

(i) Approaches to Classroom Analysis 

Early researchers took a molar approach to the analysis 

of behaviours that occurred in classrooms. Attempts were made 

to take the total behavioural setting and the participants into 

account, focusing on the environment and the total behaviour 

repertoire of either the teacher or pupils, or both. The main 

focus of attention, however, tended to be on the teacher's 

behaviour, and any attention given to learners related to the 

effect teacher behaviours had on them. These behaviours were 

then related to a wide range of teacher characteristics - the 

criteria of teacher effectiveness studies, which Gage (1968, 

p.602) suggests: 

"misled a whole generation of researchers on teaching, 
embroiled them in endless and fruitless controversy, 
and lured them into hopefully ambitious attempts to 
predict teacher effectiveness over vast arrays and 
spans of outcomes, teacher behaviours, time intervals, 
and pupils' characteristics, all on the basis of pre
dictive variables that had only the most tenuous 
theoretical justification in the first place". 

Studies of Anderson and his associates (1939, 1945, 

1946a, 1946b, 1946c), Cogan (1958), Cornell, Lindvall and Saupe 

(1953), Medley and Mitzel (1955, 1958) and Morsh (1956), and the 

seminal laboratory-type study by Lewin, Lippitt and White (1939) 

attempted to establish criteria for judging teacher effectiveness 

from the observation of global categories of teacher and pupils' 
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characteristics and behaviours with little pay-off. Laboratory 

type teaching simulations, checklists and the like, proved 

relatively ineffectual in providing insights that would lead 

to a theory of teaching. 

Failure of correlational studies led to an emphasis on 

the more managable, discrete events that occur in classrooms, 

and the research of Withall (1949, 1951, 1956, 1960, and with 

Lewis, 1963) and Flanders (1958, 1959, 1960a, 1960b, 1960c, 

1961, 1962, 1963a, 1963b) took a uni-dimensional approach, 

focusing on only the verbal behaviours of the classroom 

participants. Flanders (1961) claimed that the representat

iveness of this kind of behaviour was sufficient as a measure 

of classroom behaviour. The gross, all inclusive nature of 

the categories used, however, proved a weakness which was only 

rectified by the inclusion of additional more refined verbal 

behaviour categories (Amidon and Hunter, 1967, Hough, 1967). 

Additional categories alone, however, did not prove the 

panacea to the difficulty. Nonetheless, the Withall-Flanders 

type category systems provided a new direction for research 

effort because of the basic simplicity of the design (use of 

numbered codings rather than abbreviations), and the removal, 

at leasttemporarily, of extraneous variables from the research-

er's attention. A further innovation was the introduction 

of a system of sequential coding and matrix analysis of results, 

which provided new techniques for objectifying the previously 

subjective appraisal of classroom activities. 

Uni-dimensional systems, oversimplifying as they did 

the complex nature of classrooms, failed to produce the hoped 

for conceptual basis for a theory of instruction and have begun 

to lose ground to multi-dimensional systems for observation of 



classrooms. A number of attempts at a multi-variable approach 

have been developed out of the Flanders' Int eraction Analysis 

System. Amidon (1967) added a cognitive level dimension (based 

on Aschner, Gallagher et al's 1965 study), Wallen (1966) has 

extended Flanders' system to include non-verbal categories 

such as "student hand raised", "non-verbal affiliation". 

Honigman (1968) has broadened the Flanders' system into a 

three dimensional system, adding cognitive-substantive and 

procedural variables. Oliver and Shaver (1966) have developed 

a jurisprudential model of teaching (Joyce and Weil, 1972) 

which, adapted to classroom analysis, has led to a similar 

type of system including affective-socioemotional, cognitive 

and procedural variables. 

Other multi-variable systems have been developed that 

can be traced less directly to the Flanders type system. 

Perhaps the most ambitious and substantive of these is the 

Adams, (1965) Biddle and Adams (1967) Missouri study. Its 

focus is more extensive than any other research carried out 

to date, covering structural and functional aspects of class-

room activities relating to the communications that occur. 

Verbal interaction is analysed in terms of mode and content 

categories, while the structural variables include: communic-

ation structure system, role structure, role allocation, 

position assignment (teacher), location assignment, and position 

location (teacher). Adams (1965) suggests the study shows a 

reciprocal, causal relationship between the structural and funct-

ional elements of classroom activity. 

(ii) Theoretical Orientation. 

Early research tended to focus on pedagogical phenomena 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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(Barr, 1914, Puckett, 1928, Horn, 1929, Thomas, 1929, Wright

stone, 1934), and this trend has continued up to the present 

with the majority of recent studies drawing their theoretical 

underpinnings from pedagogy. Campbell (1968) lists 25 studies 

of classroom, completed between 1960 and 1966, that have had the 

improvement of teaching as their main concern. 

Psychologically-oriented classroom research has never 

enjoyed the popularity of other aspects of research in that 

discipline, possibly because of the problem of exercising 

control over all the variables operating. Relatively fewer 

studies than might be expected have drawn their justification 

from psychological theory. Among the first were those of 

Flanders (1951) and Mitzel and Rabinowitz (1953). During the 

period 1960 to 1966 only 8 studies are listed by Campbell. 

Studies tend to focus on the effects of classrooms on anxiety 

(Flanders, 1951), (Zimmerman, 1970), learners with special 

needs, (Kounin, 1963) (Gallagher and Aschner, 1963) or the 

effects of different types of reinforcement on learners 

(Kounin and Gump, 196. Perhaps a reason for the lack of 

empirical support lies in the difficulties inherent in 

endeavouring to measure psychological phenomena with any degree 

of reliability in the classroom, and the suspicion that current

ly surrounds any attempts to gauge effectiveness. 

While they have not enjoyed the support pedagogical 

research has, social-psychological studies have nonetheless 

continued to retain favour because of the undeniably socio

psychological nature of classrooms. The effects of social 

relationships within the context of the psychological setting 

of classrooms, and the social interactions that occur between 

pupil and teacher, pupil and pupil, are of major interest to 
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the classroom researcher. Role theory and its effects on 

intelligence (Zander and Van Egmond, 1958), social structure 

and mental health (Lippitt, 1959), socio-emotional studies 

(e.g. Withall, 1951, 1956), success and failure (Campbell, 

1967), motivation and socio-economic status (Schmidt, 1963) 

and many others relating to peer group influence (Schmuck, 1962) 

have claimed the attention of researchers. 

Studies by Smith (1962) and his Illinois and Canterbury 

associates, while having affinities with the pedagogical strand 

of research, probably draw more heavily on philosophy for their 

theoretical orientation than any other workers in the field of 

classroom analysis. This group attempts to classify classroom 

verbal interactions into conceptual units which demonstrate the 

relations between logic and language. The writings of the 

analytical philosophers Ryle, Wittgenstein and others, provide 

the rationale for the conceptual framework of the studies. 

Finally, the last discipline to enter the classroom 

analysis field was sociology. Despite a slow start, educational 

sociologists have not been slow to make their impact felt. 

Early sociometric studies (Potashin , 1946, Moreno, 1944) have 

given way to more complex and ambitious attempts to come to 

grips with the society of the classroom, as sociologists seek 

to apply the theory of Durkheim, Weber, Parsons and others . 

Ro l e theory (Deutsch, 1963, Adams, 1965) and the dynamics of 

group behaviour (Thel en, 1954, 1967) have figured largely in 

these studies. More importantly, the fundamental aspects of 

the structure and function of the classroom setting have found 

justification (Adams, 1965, Biddle and Adams, 1967) in recent 

classroom research. 
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Studies by Medley (1958), Flanders and Havumski (1960), 

Oliver and Shaver (1963), Spaulding (1963), and Waimon (1961), 

in part at least, have sociological theory as a basis. It 

seems likely that major classroom research effort will draw 

increasingly on social theory. One of the main causes of 

dissatisfaction with many past studies has been the failure to 

establish a theoretical basis from which viable principles 

of classroom behaviour could be derived. Too frequently any 

theorising basic to a study had to take a partisan viewpoint 

and was, consequently, open to immediate criticism from the 

opposing camp. For this reason many studies have had intuit-

ive beginnings, and the findings reported were related to theory 

a posteriori rather than the reverse. Hopefully the theoretical 

differences among educational sociologists will not hamper the 

search for understanding in classroom studies. 

(iii) Conceptual Framework and Concepts Used. 

It is in this area of the research literature that there 

is the greatest incomprehensibility. There are those who 

conceptualise teaching as something worth studying in its own 

right, and whose main interest is in discovering the "way 

teaching is" (Jackson, 1966) and who make no judgments about 

its "goodness" or "badness". Opposite these are the research-

ers, who with a missionary ardour seek to find out what is 

happening in classrooms so that they can set about putting 

the wrongs to right. Gage and Unruh, (1967, P• 359) assert: 

"Protagonists of the two approaches have difficulty 
understanding one another. Describers see improvers 
tampering with humanistic values and probably failing 
because of their poor understanding of the human 
condition. Improvers consider describers to be 
indifferent to the inadequacies of the conventional 
classroom or bent merely on improving our knowledge 
of obsolescent forms. 11 

The problem seems to revolve around the vexed questions 
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of 11affectiveness" or "effectiveness", with many of the old 

problems still unresolved. Withall ' s 1951 and subsequent 

studies belonged to the affective variable orientation, but 

more recently (1961) there has been a shift towards the out-

comes of teaching - the intent of communications. Flanders, 

too, has used his single-variable , affective conception of 

classroom verbal behaviour to move in the direction of 

behavioural output-measured changes in "attitudes and achieve

ment" (Flanders, 1963, 1964) and has adopted a multivariate 

cluster coding approach (Flanders, 1970). Ryans , having 

failed to come up with any substantive findings about teacher 

characteristics and their relationship to effectiveness, has 

turned to the interactive variables through the medium of an 

information-processing model, in an attempt to demonstrate 

quantitative and qualitative outcomes. (Ryans, 1963). 

It seems that, despite the rift between the two ways 

of conceptualising classroom variables, there is a greater 

degree of congruence than appears on the surface. Those 

who espouse either approach seem to be agreed that classrooms 

need explaining and research efforts should be wholeheartedly 

applied to the empirical explanation of the importants of 

"classrooms as they are" so that decisions can be made about 

"the way they should (couldl) be". 

A different , but related problem , centres on the scope 

of behaviour observations. For some (Smith et al , 1962, 1963, 

1964, 1967; Nuthall and Lawrence, 1965; Taba et al, 1964; 

Bellack, 1966; Gallagher and Aschner, 1963) the important 

aspects of classroom behaviour are the quality of the cognit-

ive interactions . Classrooms are conceptualised as places 

where intellectual commerce takes precedence over the 
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sociological or psychological events that occur . Others 

minimise the cognitive component (recording its occurrence 

but neglecting its analysis ~ being conceptually blinkered by 

the climatic conditions within which these cognitive transact-

ions take place . Few have attempted to combine the two so 

that the inter-relationships between them can be ascertained . 

One of the perennial problems classroom research has 

inherited from psychological research in general, is the 

suspicion that attaches to the re-use of any term that has 

been used by a previous researcher. It seems that there is 

a notion that any term coined by another operator should 

remain a '~acred cow". Anyone interested in classroom phenom-

ena seems impelled to devise novel terms for describing what 

are frequently common behaviours. No effort will be made here 

to repeat the many synonyms that have been developed to give 

each research its own distinctive character. Ryans (1963, 

pp.284 - 289) provides a list of "Some 'Similar Appearing' 

Sets of Teacher Characteristics and Teacher Behaviour Patterns 

Reported by Different Researchers" and the list has grown 

considerably since that time with the increased interest in 

classrooms over the past decade. Suffice to say, it is 

believed that greater progress towa.rds understanding of class

rooms will come only with agreement to develop a consistent, 

understandable terminology that can be accepted by all those 

who seek classroom insights. 

(iv) Methods of Data Collection. 

A wide range of data collecting procedures have been 

employed in classroom research. Each is dealt with in turn . 
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(a) Non-participation Observation. 

Jackson (1965) used non-participant observation as a data 

collecting strategy in classroom analysis. This method requires 

the observer to take descriptive, non-systematic records (usually 

in note form) of the events that occur. The method is useful 

only for providing information that migµt assist in developing 

intuitive insights and hypotheses rather than reliable , replic

able data. 

(b) Rating Systems. 

These require the observer to make a judgment about the 

nature of the behaviour of the teacher or the pupils, and to 

record the incidence of these pre-selected behaviours. Ryans 

(1960) used this system of data collection to build up a list 

of identifiable teacher characteristics. Medley and Mitzel's 

OScaR system (1958) also requires the use of listed ratings 

of pupil and teacher behaviour on a time-sampling basis accord

ing to a rigidly defined set of criteria. This system was an 

adaptation of the Cornell, Lindvall and Saupe (1952) system, 

and attempted to lessen the effect of observer judgment on 

the recording of classroom behaviour . These systems for 

observing classrooms are related to attempts to assess teacher 

effectiveness, rather than to the task of describing the events 

that occur and their inter- relationship. Rosenshine (1970) 

lists a number of more recently developed rating systems 

(Wallen and Wodtke , 1963; Wallen , 1966; Belgard , Rosenshine 

and Gage, 1968; Fortune, 1967; Solomon, Bezdek and Rosenberg, 

Rating systems tend to have some of the character-

istics of the category system , e . g . broad behaviours , as in 

Flanders (1960) "asking question". 
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(c) Category Systems. 

The most widely used system for observation of class

room activities, these require the observer to record, in either 

checklist form or as a sequence, all the behaviours that fit the 

particular conceptual framework of the resear.ch. Some focus 

on the verbal behaviours (Flanders, 1960, etc.) in affective 

type studies, others (Smith et al, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1967; 

Taba et al, 1964,) using transcripts taken from tape-recordings 

of lessons categorise verbal behaviours for their cognitive 

components, while still others endeavour to codify a much wider 

range of both verbal and non-verbal behaviours (Adams, 1965; 

Biddle and Adams, 1967). 

One of the earliest category systems was that developed 

by Anderson and associates (1939, 1946) for the recording of the 

number of contacts made within the classroom. The systems of 

Medley and Mitzel (1958), and of Cornell, Lindvall and Saupe 

(1952) also have elements that necessitate their inclusion as 

category systems in addition to rating systems. The first 

system to take a single variable approach using a category 

system in which behaviours of a relatively gross nature were 

recorded by means of numbered codes was that of Withall (1951). 

From this have developed most of the category systems that have 

been and are being extensively used. Flanders (1960, 1963) 

extended Withall's seven teacher categories to ten and differ

entiated teacher and pupil behaviour, and made provision for 

some kinds of extraneous behaviour to be so recorded. Adams 

(1965) developed a multi-variate approach to analysis of class

room activities which owes its origins to these previous cate

gory systems. 
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(d) Behaviour Encapsulation Approaches. 

The beginnings of classroom analysis were based on 

direct non-participant observation of live situations. Included 

in this type of behavioural data collection are specimen records, 

in which chronological recordings are made of all the observ

able behaviours as they occur. This type of data collecting 

has been used by Barker and Wright (1955) for use in anecdotal 

accounts of classrooms, Hughes (1959) in conjunction with the 

Provo Coding system, and Gump and Kounin (1960) to study the 

classroom ecology. The latter have also combined this tech

nique with filmed recording of the classroom setting. (Gump, 

1967, Kounin, 1963). Perhaps because of cost and processing 

delays, this method of recording has found little favour. 

Over recent years, because of the complexity of the 

classroom situation and the difficulty of capturing, in a 

systematic way, the wide range of behaviours that occur, there 

has been an increased interest in making more permanent record-

ings of classroom phenomena. These records can be used for 

subsequent analysis, and also reduce the confounding effects 

of having "intruders" in the classroom. Tape-recordings and 

video-tapes are being used for this purpose. 

Any attempt to analyse the cognitive nature of class

room verbal interactions has required a permanent record of 

these so that transcripts could be produced for coding into 

the various levels, and incidents. This form of analysis 

has been extensively used in logical analysis studies (Bellack 

et al, 1963, 1965, 1966; Nuthall et al, 1966, 1970; Smith 

et al, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1967; Taba et al, 1964). Tapes 

have also been used by Flanders and his associates (Amidon, 

Hough, Hunter) for sequential coding using the various systems 
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that have been developed out of Flanders' 1950's system. 

A more promising medium for making permanent records 

of classroom activities is the video-tape recorder which captures 

both the auditory and visual impressions of the behaviour that 

occurs, for analysis. An advantage of this method is that 

tapes are reusable after the analysis of a particular lesson 

has been completed. Video recording equipment was used in 

the Adams and Biddle (1965, 1967) research project, and by 

Kounin and his associates (1966). It is likely that this 

method of classroom observation will play an important role 

in developing new approaches to researching and improving teach

ing and learning in classrooms. Its use for this purpose is 

already gaining considerable support in the laboratory-t~pe 

studies in micro-teaching (Turney, 1970; and current work being 

carried out at the University of Waikato). 

(v) Units of Analysis. 

Decisions as to the unit of analysis chosen to record 

classroom behaviours are likely to be dictated by the particular 

conceptual stance the researcher takes. A range of units of 

analysis have been used and abused, but it is apparent that the 

behaviours being recorded, the methodology being used, and the 

technical resources of the researcher will be of significance 

in determining which is adopted. Barker and Wright (1955) 

used "episodes" as the phenomenal units in their study, a 

decision made possible by the nature of their methods - specimen 

records. This type of unit uses the natural break points in 

the flow of classroom activities as the boundaries of each unit. 

The same type of unit has been modified by Kounin and Gump and 

their associates, (1966, 1967) who use "segments" to delineate 
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incidents of behaviour . Flanders (1970) also adopts pheno-

menal units in extending the use of Urbach's (1966) inter

action sequence graph. 

A more arbitrary unit of analysis has been used by 

many researchers, based on some form of time interval. 

Flanders was the first to make extensive use of this type 

of unit (1960) and it has been used in many modifications 

(Adams , 1965),(Amidon and Hunter, 1967) , (Hough, 1967) , and 

(Medley and Mitzel, 1963) . This unit has the disadvantage 

of requiring a great deal of experience in maintaining the 

correct pacing, particularly through long coding sessions. 

It also involves breaking the arbitrary unit to capture the 

naturally occurring behaviours that take place more frequently 

than the timed unit. Undoubtedly aids will become available 

to assist in the maintenance of the timed pacing during cod

ing. Choice of the timed unit has a great deal of merit in 

live recording type observation studies, and where it is 

impractical to transcribe verbal communication to analyse 

behaviour. In addition, it can be adapted to most behaviours. 

Checklists used in early studies of classrooms tended 

to favour the use of what have come to be known as naturally 

occurring units of behaviour. The observer was required to 

check off on his list of behaviours the frequency of partic

ular types of behaviour . This type of unit has been extended. 

Smith and his co-workers (1963 , 1964, etc . ) have designated 

these naturally occurring units "utterances", "instances" , 

"episodes", "moves", "strategies", etc., others, Bellack et 

al (1965) , Taba et al (1964) , have extended and "refined " the 

list. 
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As with so many aspects of classroom research, it seems 

desirable that some form of concensus be reached as to definition 

and unit orientation. Biddle and Adams (1967) have perhaps 

begun the process by adopting an ecclectic approach using 

analytical units (timed and naturally occurring) of different 

kinds in their study. It seems desirable that some form of 

unit of analysis be devised that enables the data obtained 

from the analysis of one variable of behaviour observation to 

be compared with data for each of the other variables being 

observed so that coincidence of behaviours can be established. 

(vi) Coverage. 

Despite the understandings that have been achieved to 

date in classroom analysis, there are many areas of concern 

that remain unresearched. A vast amount of literature is 

available about the nature and the quality of verbal behaviour, 

but the area of non-verbal behaviour has received only super-

ficial treatment. The teacher's activities have come under 

the closest of scrutiny, but the behaviour of pupils is too 

often glossed over in the grossest of classifications. Too 

frequently what is~ is the subject of the researcher's 

concern rather than what is being~· 

Biddle (1967, pp.337-338) in a review of classroom 

research, suggests three major limitations of coverage and 

variability that affect our understanding of classroom activit-

ies. The first limitation he cites is the development of 

concepts, techniques and outlook, unique to the particular 

type of classroom investigated. Many of the cognitive 
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behaviour studies focus only on the verbal behaviour of second

ary school classrooms (Smith and associates, Bellack and assoc

iates) and it seems that techniques must be developed that have 

ready application at any level of the school. Other studies 

have been developed to look at the learning behaviour of partic

ular ability groups such as the gifted (Gallagher and Aschner, 

The second limitation is the restricted range of class-

room events dealt with, and the third,related to this, is the 

lack of a comprehensive-enough approach to variable selection 

that enables interaction effects among variables . to be discover

ed. It is these last criticisms that seem to require the most 

concentrated research effort. It is inevitable that broad 

scope studies will need to be paralleled by more searching 

single variable confirmation studies of type criticised in 

Biddle's first comment. If the research perspective is broad-

ened to include all those behaviours envisaged as being signif

icant to an understanding of classroom activities, it seems 

likely that generalisable results will come only from research 

that covers all learners in all types of learning situation 

for all learnings. 

Grade levels have been included in the variables studied 

(Adams, 1965; Flanders, 1958; Nuthall and Lawrence, 1966)*but 

as yet there have been few studies that attempted to cover 

more than two or three grade levels. Mathematics, Social 

Studies and Science have received a major proportion of the 

research effort in subject areas (Flanders, 1960; Biddle and 

* Only a few representative researches are cited. 

Fuller lists are available in reviews of classroom 

research - Biddle (1967) 
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-Adams , 1967; Herman, 1967; Taba et al, 1964), and there is 

a need for other subject areas to be explored - language , 

arts, music and physical education. Only one study (Adams, 

1965; Biddle and Adams, 1967) has endeavoured to match teacher 

variables to the type of data collected. Teacher age and sex 

were used to match teacher groups where possible to ascertain 

if differences in behaviour could be accounted for by means 

other than characteristics such as educational attainment , 

training or personality traits. No study has, as far as can 

be ascertained from the literature, attempted to include 

differing types of school in the sampled classrooms (other 

than those of elementary, high school, kindergarten) and it 

seems appropriate that schools with composite age group classes 

(e.g., as in rural schools) be included. From the writer's 

point of view too, a particular interest in normal schools 

prompts the inclusion of these along with schools that have 

less contact with Teachers' Colleges . 

Finally, in addition to the coverage outlined, there 

are many other aspects of classroom behaviour about which the 

literature gives little information. One of these, the nature 

of the group activities in which teachers engage children at 

various levels of the school, is of consider able importance in 

attempting to explore the total classroom as a social entity. 

In the New Zealand primary school , the arranging of pupils 

in small groups is almost universally practised , and it seems 

that this aspect of class activity should be seen in the per

spective of other classroom behaviours to ascertain whether 

this type of organisation has anything to do with the dynamics 

of teacher and pupil behaviour . 
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(vii) Generalisability of Reported Findings. 

To date few attempts have been made to collate all the 

research that has been completed. Campbell (1968) provides an 

excellent synthesis of a number of studies, but it is by no 

means complete in its coverage of findings. Rosenshine (1969), 

in a critique of a number of reported findings based on Flanders' 

type interaction analysis research projects, stresses the danger 

of unwarranted generalisation being made precipitately because 

of flaws which (he says) 

"include: (a) inadequate statistical analysis, 
(b) limits in external validity or generality, 
(c) omission • • • , and (d) simple misinterpretat
ions ••• " (* Rosenshine, 1969, p.l) 

Possibly the lack of a comprehensive and comparative review 

of research into classroom activities is an outcome of the sporadic 

coverage just discussed. Another reason is the proliferation of 

terms that makes comparison more difficult. 7hatever the reasons 

for a failure of reviewers to bring together a set of generalis-

ations about classroom behaviour that could guide the practising 

teacher, it is important that educational feedback be provided. 

Perhaps the most promising recent development is the beginnings 

of looking at classroom through the medium of television, for 

not only will the results of classroom phenomena be available 

through journals and textbooks, but hopefully, they will be 

presented in more graphic form to the people who form the raw 

material for classroom research - the teachers . 

To date most of the findings about classrooms are confined 

to the publications to which only other researchers have ready 

access, and the findings of researches in the form of practical 

suggestions must be increasingly brought to the attention of 

the classroom teacher. 
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2. SPECIFIC STUDIES R LATED TO THIS PROJECT 

(i) Flanders (1970). 

Flanders' earliest attempts at analysing classroom inter-

action were based on the assumption that only the verbal 

behaviour of classroom participants needed to be analysed. 

This was supported by his observations that two-thirds of 

all overt classroom behaviour was verbal. Using 1/i thall' s 

(1951) seven category system for recording teacher verbal 

behaviour, Flanders, during the early 1950's developed an 

eleven category system that coded nine categories of teacher 

behaviour - five being indirect influence categories, and four 

being direct influence, plus two categories of non-teacher 

influence: 

A-Categories of Indirect Influence by Teacher. 

1. Reacts to pupil's feelings. 
2. Praises and encourages. 
3. Reacts to pupil's ideas. 
4. Asks a question. 
5 . Administrative or routine statements. 

B-Categories of Direct Influence by Teacher. 

6. Gives information or opinion. 
7. Gives directions (requests or demands where 

obedience normally expected). 
8. Criticising. 
9. Justification of Teacher's authority. 

C-Categories of Non-Teacher Influence. 

X. Pupil talk. 
x. No Communication. 

This system was used in the Wellington area (Flanders, 1960a) 

in 1957 to analyse the behaviour of thirty-three Standard Four 

classrooms, when Flanders worked as a Fulbright Research Scholar 

with Dr. Connor of the Univ ersity of Otago. In his American 

reportage of the system (1960b) modifications had already been 

made. Categories 1-4 remained unchanged, but category 5 was 
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removed from Teacher Indirect Influence and combined with 

category 7 to give the new category 6. Category 6 from the 

old system was renumbered as category 5, and categories 8 and 

9 were combined as the new category 7. Pupil talk was changed 

from its original S coding and separated into two categories, 

category 8 became pupil talk in direct response to teacher 

questioning, and category 8 became pupil talk that was the 

initiation of the pupils' own ideas. Category X of the old 

system became category 10 and included silences, confusion, 

massed responses, beginning and ending of a lesson coding and 

the code to indicate the finish of one pupil's talk and the 

beginning of another's. 

Flanders' system was the first to break with the check

listing method of classroom observation. Rather than listing 

the selected behaviours as they occurred, using a tally system 

of recording, an ongoing sequential coding was carried out at 

three second intervals for all the verbal interactions. If 

more than one kind of codable behaviour occurred within any 

three second interval, all such behaviours were required to be 

recorded. 

The classroom was conceptualised as a dynamic environment 

in which the verbal behaviour constituted the most frequent 

and therefore the most important behaviour. A good under-

standing of classroom behaviour, it was assumed, could be 

achieved by the precise analysis of the kinds of teacher support

ive or restrictive verbalisations, and the consequent student 

verbal behaviours. Flanders' position has not shifted in the 

two decades he has been researching classrooms. In his latest 

revision (1970) of the Interaction Analysis Coding system he has 

dropped the terms "Indirect" and "Direct" Teacher Influence and 
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replac ed these by "Teacher Response" categories 1 - 3, and 

"Teacher Initiationn categories 5 - 7, and leaves category 4 

presumably as either "responding" or "initiating" teacher talk. 

Pupil talk remains subdivided as in the 1960 revision with 

"Pupil Response Talk" and "Pupil Initiation Talk". In addition 

to these minor changes , Flanders has developed more sophisticated 

means of matrix analysis and has added the dimension of thinking 

level, based on Taba's (1964) thought levels , and the use of 

category cluster codings based on "an inventory of basic 

dichotomies and trichotomies" (Flanders , 1970 , p.172) which 

enable verbal behaviour to be coded in three or four dimension

al form . 

Data is presented in the form of sequential analyses and 

matrix analyses, which provide general data about the nature of 

the lesson (percentages of the various types of talk, and ratios 

of one type to other types) and specific data derived from 

analysis of areas of the matrix which show the flow pattern 

of teaching sequences. Findings from the data obtained have 

been widely generalised to "direct" and "indirect" teaching 

style , pupil attitudes and achievement , and pre-service and in

service training. 

(ii) Adams (1965) , Biddle and Adams (1967) 

This research , a project sponsored by the Social Psychology 

Laboratory, at the University of Missouri, was a pilot study that 

broke new methodological ground and gave classroom research a 

new direction and theoretical orientation. 

The study is a multi-dimensional approach to classroom 

analysis in which all the events that occur in classrooms are 

of significant interest and must be subjected to analysis . 

The classroom is conceptualised as "an integrated social system'' 
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within which the social events which link teachers , pupils , their 

tasks and the equipment they use , are important. The work of 

Durkheim provides theoretical justification for the research . 

The intraclass neworks of relationships are seen as the basis of 

patter ns of communication. Within the communication system of 

the classroom activities are structural and functional elements , 

which hinder or enhance the behaviours that occur . 

The research innovates in its methodology. Lessons were 

recorded by means of video-tape recordings in classrooms at 

three grade levels (Grades I, VI and XI) with young and old 

teachers of both sexes , and with Mathematics and Social Studies 

as subject matter. Subsequent to the recording of lessons , 

systems of coding and analysis of behaviour were devised, making 

systematic use of all the best techniques that had been developed 

to that time in classroom research. Naturally occurring phen-

omenal units and timed units are used for uni-variate and multi

variate analysis, and a comprehensive series of coding systems 

suited to direct computer analysis were developed to handle the 

vast array of different data that was generated in the thirty-two 

lesson project . 

The research is a practical step aimed at developing a set 

of concepts and propositions relating to educational events . 

The results of observations are empirically tested in an attempt 

to develop a scientific theory of teaching . Vague concepts are 

avoided, the discipline of sociology providing the categories 

that are used to analyse the activities observed. Germane to 

an understanding of classroom events are the processes of social

isation , decision making , leadership and interpersonal influence. 
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Structural elements of classroom activities observed are 

the communication structure (whether whole class , small group 

or individual); positions that are adopted (student or teacher); 

roles that the various position holders take in the communicat

ions (as emitters of the interactions , as targets for the verbal 

interactions , or as audience by-standers); and the location of 

the participants as they engage in the communications. fithin 

this structural framework occur the functional elements of inter-

action. Function includes the forms of communication and what 

they deal with. Content orientation is explored by means of 

three categories: whether related to the subject matter (which 

may be scheduled or non-scheduled) , to organisation (communicat

ions dealing with administration and maintenance behaviour) , and 

to sociation (interactions which are the social communications 

that occur) . Content communication forms are each further 

categorised into information dissemination mode , intellectual

isation mode and operation mode. 

A comprehensive set of findings was derived relating to 

each variable, but only those directly related to the present 

project will be summarised here . Teacher location is found to 

be restricted to three main areas of the classroom - across the 

front of the classroom, down the centre and around the perimeter. 

The location of pupil emitters tends to be nearest to the middle 

of the front of the classroom and from the centre- front in 

decreasing amounts, and outwards from the centre in decreasing 

frequency . 

Of the modes of verbal interaction, the findings show that 

65% of all verbal communications are the dissemination of inform

ation - 47% being about scheduled subject matter, 10% about 

organisation and 6% about non-scheduled subject matter. 
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Intellectualisation about subject matter is 19°fa, with only 2% 

intellectualisation related to the other categories. Only 2!';b 

of communications were in the operation mode. Sociation content 

was found to be almost neglected with less than 0.5% being 

observed. Differences among the structural and functional 

variables are reported for teachers of different age and sex, 

for different subject matter and for the different grade levels. 

(iii) Thelen (1967) 

Drawing on experiences gained in a sociological projec~ in 

Chicago begun in 1949 - the Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Conference -

aimed at integrating Negroes into a predominantly white neighbour-

hood, Thelen (1954) developed a theoretical basis for the behaviour 

of groups. This has now been applied to educational groups in 

his latest research project (1967). Thelen (p.18, 1967) asserts: 

11In all classrooms, there are at least two types of 
activity. One maintains the classroom group as a 
society and the student's role is that of a citizen 
or group member ••••• 
The other type or aspect of activity places the student 
in the role of "learner" - one in which he deals with 
the content that is being taught •••• An activity
centred rationale assumes that the student must partic
ipate in certain activities in order to learn what is 
expected." 

Concerned with better utilisation of human resources, both 

of teachers and of students, in schools, Thelen undertook a 

study to discover better ways to "group" students and select 

them into more productive classes. Fifteen groups of students 

assessed and grouped for "teachability" on the basis of an assess-

ment battery devised for the purpose, were compared with fifteen 

control groups, grouped by the traditional means used by admin-

istrators of the schools concerned; these groups were then 

observed and tested over a school year. The fifteen experimental 

groups were matched with teachers selected on the basis of a 
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Q-sort, using descriptions of '~he sort of student they liked 

best to have in class". Other than these procedures of select-

ion and matching, no other unusual changes were made. All 

teachers taught using the methods they had always used. 

The conclusions Thelen ~eports as a result of analysis of 

data collected over t he year were: 

(i) '~eachability'' grouping resulted in more manageable 

classes and higher attainment by pupils in terms of teacher's 

purposes. 

(ii) Such groupings also resulted in more teacher satis-

faction, and greater student order, cooperation and satisf action 

with activities. 

(iii) Also found was changed behaviour on the teacher's part -

in attitudes, enthusiasm, friendliness, and so on , for some 

teachers. (Thelen, 1967, 
pp.266-270) 

These results, while dealing with the means of grouping 

students for facilitating teaching and enhancing pupil learning, 

suggest that a great deal of information about the na ture of 

activities in classrooms, and the ways in which classroom struct-

ure is involved, is needed. Little was done in the study to 

ascertain what kinds of activities seemed productive of pupil 

morale or seemed to enhance pupil achievement and attitudes , or 

the way in which activities and t he types of activity affect the 

dynamics of classroom interaction. This field remains to be 

explored. 

3. THE PLACE OF THE PRESENT RESE. RCH 

The appraach taken in the present project was a multi-

dimensional one. It looked at four major dimensions of class-

room activities as previously outlined - teacher and participant 
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location, verbal interaction mode , content and cognitive level, 

and group activity types. Of less immediate interest in this 

context, but of importance in observing group activities, was 

the way in which group structure was carried out and its effects 

on the other variables being considered. 

The theoretical rationale is drawn from the work done by 

Flanders, Adams (and Biddle) and Thelen. Consequently the 

study is in the sociological tradition, from which are derived 

the concepts to be used. Acknowledgement must be made, to the 

researchers noted immediately above, for the concepts used. 

The classroom is conceptualised as a dynamic social system, 

within which all the behaviour variables being observed are inter

related. While little was done in the present project to test 

this proposition empirically, it is hoped that the data derived 

will give support to the plausibility of such an assumption, for 

further more rigorous testing. 

Data collection in this pilot study was done by means of 

both live coding in the classroom by non-participant observers 

(teacher and participant loc ation, and group activity structure 

and function) and by the analysis of tape recordings of the 

lessons. In the long term the aim was to develop systems of 

analysis that will be usable over a greater range of behaviours 

for the analysis of video-tape recordings, not losing sight of 

its use as a means by which practicing teachers and students can 

analyse their own behaviour in teaching situations. 

The units of analysis used were arbit rary time units for all 

variables which produce incidents of the behaviour being observed. 

Three second time units were used for the locational variables 

and verbal interaction, and thirty second units for the group 
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activities. 

It was hoped that this system of unit might be used to 

register the coincidence , at any point in the lesson , of the 

behaviours occurring in each variable, but technical problems 

prevented this from being realised at this stage . 

The project covered the variables described above , at two 

levels of the school, the Form II and Second Year Junior class 

levels , in five types of school. The subject matter selected 

for this pilot study , Social Studies and Mathematics, was 

dictated by the desire to make comparisons with data from related 

studies . It is hoped subsequently to cover other areas , 

particularly in the arts. Teachers selected randomly , cover 

both sexes (not at all levels for all school types) and include 

young teachers and older teachers. 

The limited number of lessons observed places limitations 

on the generalisability of the findings but it is hoped they are 

suggestive of the need to pursue the project further. 



-- - -------- --------------------

C11 PTER III 

RATIONALE D HYPOTH~SES FOR THE STUDY 

Classrooms are the setting for a wide range of behaviours 

of both an educative and social nature, characterised by many 

changes during the course of a lesson. The main participants 

are usually a teacher and (in the classrooms visited) from 30 

to 40 pupils. It is an educative setting in the sense that the 

participants are frequently engaged in activities that are 

presumed to lead to an improvement in the behavioural status of 

the learners at least. These educational activit ies may include 

such things as: listening to the teacher disseminate information 

about the subject matter of the lesson , listening to the teachers 

directions as to how to complete a task, listening to the teacher 

''disciplining' another pupil or self, ~anipulating some materials , 

constructing some pro ject presentation, completing a teacher set 

written assignment, watching the teacher demonstrate some fact or 

principle, answering a teacher or colleague, discussing some 

problem with the teacher or a classmate, and so on. It is social 

in the sense that it comprises a group of individuals engaged in 

socially prescribed behaviours, the intention of which is to change 

the behaviour of the majority in terms of the cultural heritage of 

the society - understandings, skills, attitudes and values. 

Classrooms as social sub-institutions have many qualities 

which are a reflection of the norms and values of the broader 

society, but are also characterised by qualities that set them 

aside from most other social institutions. Only in prisons , mental 

institutions and to a less extent the armed forces are individuals 

constrained to be members, and bes bject to the authority of one 

other member , as is the case with students in classrooms. Only in 

classrooms are individuals required to engage in activities they 
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have had little say in the choice of . 

It is considered that if it is possible to identify con

sistently the socio-psychological phenomena that give classroom 

distinctive characteristics, then the major task of any study of 
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the classroom should set out to measure these phenomena in such a 

way as to bring understanding of the dynamics that operate. The 

major phenomena of classrooms are the nteac ing- learning" activities 

that take place in single or multiple interactions, regardless of 

the quality of either the "teaching" or the "learning", '!hat is the 

subject matter of the "teaching" or the 11learning", or the particular 

"teaching" or "learning" strategies that are favoured. Until we 

know what is happening in the classroom it is difficult to decide 

what should occur, how teaching should be transacted, and how 

effective teaching has been in changing pupil behaviour . 

Following the theoretical framework established by Adams (196 5), 

and Biddle and Adams (1967) it is believed the main medium that 

serves the "teaching-learning" process is communication. 

Communication in this context is considered to be all the overt 

person to person , person to persons, and persons to person inter

actions that occur verbally and non- verbal l y, and convey cognitive 

or affective meaning . 

Classroom communication, used in this sense , subsumes all 

overt acts that involve one or more individuals in interaction 

wi th any other person who is a regular member of that classroom 

and includes , all forms of spoken communication, listening, 

watching, completing workbook activities , manipulating materials, 

gesturing , moving cl ose to another, standing in or moving to a 

particular location in the room, nodding, smi ling , or any of the 

other myriad of activities that teachers or pupils do with or to 

others . 



Interaction then becomes any overt act or communication 

t.at results in any other person attending to that behaviour 

whether willingly or unwillingly. 

Communication and its interaction concomitant are con

ceived as having two distinct but interrelated aspects. Firstly, 

it has a structural component, which refers to the locational 

arrangements that operate to :acilitate communication in the 

classroom setting , and secondly, the functional component, which 

refers to the characteristic forms of activity that are carried 

out within the com,unication structure. From this it can be seen 

that the whole system of communication is interrelated . Figure 2 

sets out in model form the nature of this inter-relationship. 
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FIG. 2: Classroom Communication - Structural and 

Functional Inter-relationships . 
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STRUCTURE 

The structural aspects of classroom communication comprise 

teacher location , participant (pupil) location , and group 

location. These were the only elements of communication structure 

included in the study as being codable aspects of classroom 

activity in live coding type observation. Each will be discussed 

in some detail in turn. 

(i) Teacher Location 

he system for coding teacher location throughout the 

duraction of a lesson is an adaptation of the classroom location 

grid used in the Adams (1965) and Biddle and .dams (1967) study. 

Modifications were, however , necessary because of differences in 

observer position for coding . In the Missouri study coding was 

done from video-tapes for which the camera was in a fixed location. 

This was not always possible in using live coding. 

The classroom was divided into an arbitrary 5 x 5 grid as 

indicated in Figure 3 
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s indicated in Figure (3) horizontal rows and vertical 

columns were given location designations . Superimposed on the 

coding sheets for Teacher Location were the furniture arrange

ments for each classrooms to assist coders in plotting the 

correct location of the teacher. 

Coding Teacher location was done by using a se uential 

series of numbers from 001 approx. 600 for each half hour 

lesson observed; a coding was made every 3 seconds or more 

frequently if a teacher moved cell location within any three 

second interval. Coding of teacher location was recorded in the 

appropriate location cell on the grid to ensure that an $Curate 

flow of teacher movement could be recorded. 

(ii) Participant (pupil) location. 

The coding sheets for recording participant location were 

identical to those used for recording teacher location. Each 

pupil's name ~as recorded alongside the desk in its class location 

and in the case of the Form II pupils the I •. of each was 

recorded from a master list provided by the class teacher. 

As for Teacher Location coding, a number sequence from 001 

was used at 3 second intervals or more frequently if there was a 

change of behaviour within a 3 second interval, when a pupil 

responded to the teacher or initiated talk directed at the teacher 

a coding was placed alon side the pupil's name. During periods 

when the teacher only was talking to the whole class or to a group 

of pupils rather than to an individual pupil, or when there was no 

verbal behaviour occurring the number sequence was maintained with 

codings being recorded outside the grid boundaries. Figure (4) 

shows a grid with data entered for one group. 



FIG. 4: Clas sroom Location Grid - Sample of Participant 

Location Coding. 
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It can be seen from Figure (4) that four of the pupils had 

verbal interactions with the teacher (Ray I. • 93, 1 x 3 sec., 

Alice I •• 103, 5 x 3 sec., Pat I • • 106, 4 x 3 sec., and Frank 

I •• 83, 6 x 3 sec.) and the four other pupils in the group did 

not respond to the teacher nor initiate any talk to the teacher. 

No pupil talk coding is shown tc the right outside the grid. 

(iii) Group Location 

This dimension was included to ascertain whether group 

location was a matter of structural and/or functional necessity 

to promote communication or merely a convention. Teachers were 

asked the reason for the particular grouping adopted, and the 

basis by which the groups were arrived at. 

The specific questions asked were 

(1) What is your reason for arranging your pupils in 

small groups? 

(2) On what basis were the groups arranged as they are? 

(3) For what subjects are small group activities used 

Data re group location was obtained from the Participant Location 

coding sheets as to the nature of the group in each classroom, 

and from Group Activities as to the nature of the types of 

activity used. 

2. COMMUNICATION FUNCTION 

nalysis of functional elements of the classroom setting 

were verbal interaction and group activities. No attempt was 

made at this stage to observe and r ecord the non-verbal inter

action behaviours that occurred because of limitations imposed 

by live coding. 

(i) Verbal Interaction. 

A three-dimensional system was devised for the coding of 

verbal behaviours. The dimensional divisions were mode, content 
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and level. 

(a) Communication mode (FIRST DIGIT FIELD) 

The title was derived from Biddle and Adams (1967) and 

refers to the type of verbal interaction and its source. The 

categories are identical with Flanders' Interaction nalysis 

System , but certain modifications were made. Flanders' category 

10 - silence, confusion, beginning or ending a coding session, 

or to delineate one pupil finishing talking and another commenc-

ing (without any intervening verbal behaviours) - was changed to 

a zero category. This category was then subdivided as follows: 

00 Beginning or ending coding , OR 
to indicate the ending of on;-pupil ' s 
talking and another beginning to talk. 

01 Silence 

02 - Diffuse (uncodable) talk 

03 Confusion. 

Category O became the NOT LK section of communication 

mode. Categories 1 - 9 were the same as used by Flanders: 

Category 

1 

General Description 
of behaviour 

Accepts pupil feelings and 
emotions. 
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Teacher Talk -
Indirect 
influence: 

2 Praises or encourages pupil(s) 

Teacher Talk -
Direct influence: 

Pupil Talk 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Accepts, clarifies or uses 
pupil ideas 

Asks questions 

Lectures or gives information 

Gives directions 

Criticises or justifies 
authority 

Pupil responds to teacher 
question 

Pupil initiates or uses own 
ideas . 



(b) Communication Content (SECOND DIGIT FIELD) 

Content analysis was effected by means of Biddle and Adams 

(1967) dimension of the same title and sub-divisions with the 

slight modification as shown 

O Non-relevant Subject Matter. 

1 Relevant Subject Matter 

2 Organisation 

3 Sociation. 

Non-relevant subject matter refers to any verbal exchanges 

that are subject oriented, not being sociation, organisation or 

the particular subject that is the focus of the lesson being 

observed. An e.iample of non-relevant subject matter would be an 

instance where a teacher in a mathematics lesson refers in an 

aside to some Language topic that has been dealt with, but has 

no bearing on the content of the ~athematics lesson. Relevant 

subject matter would be regarded as any reference to materials 

or information that increases or enhances understanding of the 

content of the particular lesson. Organisation encompasses any 

com~unication tat relates to the administration or management 

of the lesson but is not subject matter oriented or disciplinary. 

Sociation would include any verbal interaction that carries 

affective undertones or as Adams (1965 p.39) suggests ~clearly 

represents recognised social conventions". 

(iii) Communication Level (THIRD DIGIT FIELD) 

This sub-division of the verbal interaction coding system 

has four categories and was derived from Bloom et al's (1956) 

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives in the Cognitive Domain. 

Analysis and synthesis were excluded as it was considered that 

this level of functioning is developed by means of a series of 
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questions and answers rathe ~ than by a single utterance . 

Obviously episodic analysis could handle these categories but 

as the writer opted for timed sequential coding of behaviours 

the categories selected were: 

O Knowledge 

1 Understanding 

2 Application 

3 Eval uation 

The complete system for the analysis of the communication 

function is set out in Figure (5) 
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FIG. 5: Verbal Interaction Mode, Content and Level Categories. 

CODING SYSTEM FOR ANALYSING VERBAL INTERACTION 

COMMUNICATION MODE COMMUNICATION CONTENT 
(First Digit Field) (Second Digit Field) 

Category Behaviour Category Behaviour 
Code Description Code Description 

NO TALK CATEGORIES 

0 0 Begin/End Coding. 
Change of pupil. 

1 Silence. 
2 Diffuse. 
3 Confusion. 

TEACHER TALK CATEGORIES 

1 Accepts feelings. 0 About Non-rel S-M. 
1 " Rel S-M. 
2 " Organisation 
3 " Sociation 

2 Praises,encouages. 0 
1 
2 
3 

3 ~ccepts, ·clarifies 0 
pupil ideas. 1 

2 
3 

IN CLASSROOMS (COSAVIC) 

COMMUNICATION LEVEL 
{Second Digit Field) 

Ca~egor;y Behaviour 
Code Description 

0 At knowledge level 
1 At understanding leveJ 
2 At application level 
3 At evaluation le,i:el 

0 
1 
2 
3 

0 
1 
2 
3 

Vl ..... 



FIG. 5: (cont'd) 

.... 
Category Behaviour Category Behaviour Category BehaYiour 

Code Description Code Description Code Descri ution 
TEACHER TALK CATEGORIES (cont'd) 

4 Asks question. 0 About Non-rel s-M. 0 At knowledge level 
1 " Rel S-M. 1 At understanding level 
2 .. Organisation 2 At application level 
3 .. Socia ti on 3 At evaluation level 

5 Gives information. 0 0 
1 1· 
2 

ditto 2 
ditto 3 3 

6 Gives directions. 0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
3 ditto } ditto 

7 Criticises. 0 0 
1 1 
2 

ditto 2 
ditto 3 3 

PUPIL TALK CATEGORIES 

8 Responds directly 0 0 
to teacher. 1 1 

2 
ditto 2 

ditto 3 3 
9 Initiates own ideas. 0 0 

1 1 
. 2 ditto 2 ditto 

3 3 



Communication at the knowledge level was taken as being 

any verbal interaction that involved the use of previously 

acquired information that as recalled in response to a 

teacher's question, or was initiated by a pupil, e . g. 

T: ""lhat is the product of 3 and 8? 11 P: "Twenty-four!", would 

represent an interaction at this level. The understanding level 

of communication was exemplified by - T: "Nhy is '.fellington 

the Capital city of t ew Zealand'?" P: 11'.'lellington is the 

capital, because it is the city where central government enacts 

legislation.", or any response involving explanation, des

cription or classification. 

The application level exchanges were used when a pupil was 

required to use some knowledge or understanding to operate on 

any subject-matter oriented topic . An example at this level 

would be - T: 11How does the distributive principle apply in 

this example?" P: "By se:9arating the tens figure and the 

units figure in one factor to use as multipliers, and then 

adding the products ." 

ny verbal exchanges that called for the pupil to weigh 

up the pro's and con's of a point of view, to determine the 

worth of a statement, or to engage in judging the quality o an 

idea was classified as an evaluation level interaction. This 

type of interaction included exchanges such as - T: 11\/hich of 

these is the better solution to the problem'?" P: "the second 

one, because it simplifies the fraction." 
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FIG·. 6: Sample of Verbal Interaction Mode, Content and 

Level Coding Sequence. 

0 0 

6 2 

5 1 

5 1 

4 1 

8 1 

4 1 

4 1 

4 1 

0 1 

0 1 

9 1 

9 1 

9 1 
~~~ 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 - ......... 

Coding begins. 

Teacher . gives directions, about 
organisation, at knowledge level. 

Teacher gives information about 
rel S-M at understanding level. 

It 

Teacher asks question about rel S-M 
at knowledge level. 

Pupil responds about rel s-M at 
knowledge level. 

Teacher asks question about rel S-M 
at evaluation level. 

II 

II 

Silence 

II 

Pupil initiates ideas about rel S-M 
at evaluation level. 

It 

It 

Co~i go the le~so audio-tapes was doc o special sheets 

1"th one hundred three diget fie d sp ces on 9ach. (i.e. 5 inutes 

of coding t i me , q pr xi~ate y). Three second intervals ,ere used 

l'ollori the l~tl ers ' convention , but any cha gp of ehaviour 

withi a three second interval as recorded. Groun -rules or 

the Flanders' system ere adhere to for the co in. : sa ple 

coding is explained in ~igu e • 



Origi ally it ~as proposed that for the sake of 

facilitating pacing during coding each digit would be coded 

for every timed unit, but in practice it was found that the 

secon and third digits could be dispensed with once content 

and level had been established, and the second digit was 

changed only when a change of content occurred. Similarly the 

third digit was only required when a change of level occurred . 

The unit sequence for the example cited in Fig. (6) then became 

0 0 

6 

5 

5 

4 

8 

4 

4 

4 

2 

1 

1 

1 

0 1 

0 

9 

9 

9 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

3 

3 

This practice also simplified coding when the three

second rule was broken to enable changes of behaviour to be 

recorded . 

(ii) Group Activities 

As very little literature could be located relating to 
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the varied activities that could be found in group organised 

classrooms the presumption had to be made that very ittle 

empirical study of this classroom phenomenon had been done . 

It ias decided to develop a group activities coding syste 

that could possibly be used in any type of lesson. The activity 

categories f or this reason had to be generic rat er than 

specific. Four broad categories of classroom activity were 

selected as being repr esentative of the types likely to be 

commonly observed in a classroom at any level of the primary 

school. The broad categories selected were 

(a) ·;1ith-Teacher ctivities 

These involved any activity where a 0 roup or groups ,ere 

actively engaged with the teacher in the exploration of some 

subject matter oriented information. This category was sub

divided into two types of activity, activity that involved 

either teacher or pupils or both using apparatus , and activity 

where no apparatus was in use. 

(b) ith-Group Activities 

In this category, were included any activities ,hich 

involved the group working cooperatively in the exploration of 

relevant s~bject matter . One criterion necessary wast at there 
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be evidence of pupils engaging in interaction for behaviour to be 

included in this category. Pupils working in the group but 

pursuing independent activity would not be included , but discussion 

of a teacher set topic would . Pupils doing an exercise from 

blackboard or textbooks would be excluded unless t ere was evidence 

of task oriented discussion , but pupils working together to solve 

a problem would be included. This category was also sub-divided 

into apparatus involved and no apparatus in olved sections . 



(c) lone ctivities 

Included under this category were any activities were 

it was obvious the pupils were engaged in non-interactive type 

activities. on-interactive in the sense that the task assigned 

required no ccmmunication vith other members of the group. 

Pupils might be interacting in non-task oriented ays but such 

behaviour would not be included. A necessary criterion for 

inclusion was that it be prescribed explicitly or implicitly as 

an individual task by the teacher. Subdivisions o~ this category 

were: tasks involving the use of apparatus, individual tasks 

where textbooks or blackboard exercises were in use, and tasks 

in which pupils were occupied in individual activities which did 

not involve textbooks or blackboard exercises. 

(d) Free Choice Activities. 
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This cate ory was used for including any group activity 

that enabled a group or groups (either those established for 

regular classroom activities, or groups which come together 

voluntarily for the activity) to engage in s elf-selected activity. 

It could involve two or more pupils forming their ovn subject 

oriented activity, or a group where the teacher was involved 

with the pu ils, but the selection of task was made by the pupils 

(not the teacher). Individual participation ,as not included in 

this category. ~vidence of task related interaction (cooperative 

endeavour) was a necessary pre-requisit e . 

(e) ton-involved. 

This ,as included to enable coding of roups where there 

was no subject-matter oriented activity being done by more than 

hal f of a group . 

The full category system developed for coding group 
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activities is set out in Figure (7) 

Fig. 7 Group Activities Categories 

c TEGORY BEH VIOUR DZSCRIPTIOi 

0 on-involved 

1 li th Teacher - .\pparatus 

2 - No apparatus 

3 With Group - Apparatus 

4 - No apparatus 

5 Alone - Apparatus 

6 - '/orkbook (text 
or Bbd) 

7 - ~fritten 

8 Free choice 

In coding group activities it was necessary for half or 

more than half the group to be occupied in the task for a coding 

to be done. Coding was done every thirty seconds for each of 

the established groups in the classroom. If any group activity 

changed within the thirty second interval , coding of the new 

activity was done for that group or groups as soon as the 

behaviour occurred. '.'/i thin interval changes were noted on the 

coding sheets. 

Figure (8) explains a typical section of group activities 

coding. 
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Fig. 8. Sample of Group Activities coding sequence 

GROUPS BEHAVIOUR DESCRI TIO 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

2 2 2 2 2 2 (25) All groups - with tchr - no app. 

Gps 1 & 2 - with T - no app. 
2 2 3 3 6 6 * Gps 3 & 4 - with Gp - app. 

Gps 5 & 6 - alone wkbk. 

2 2 3 3 6 6 ditto 

Gps 1 & 2 - with T - no app . 
2 2 3 3 0 6 Gps 3 & 4 - with Gp - app. 

Gp 5 - Non-inv. Gp.6 alone wkbk. 
Gps 1 & 2 - with T no app . 

2 2 3 3 0 0 (15) Gps 3 & 4 - with Gp - app. 
Gps 5 & 6 - Non-Inv. 
Gps 1 - 4 - with Gp - app. 

3 3 3 3 2 2 * Gps 5 & 6 - with T no app. 

Gps 1 & 3 - with Gp - app. 
3 7 7 3 2 2 ,20) Gps 2 & 4 - alone tritten 

Gps 5 & 6 - with T no app. 
Gps 1 - 3 - alone ritten 

7 7 7 2 3 3 '* Gp 4 - with T no app. 
Gps 5 & 6 - with gp - app. 

Breaking of the thirty second timed interval is indicated by 

the asterisk(*) being placed in the right margin alongside the 

new coding cells, and the time duration for the previous activity 

codings is placed in the right margin alongsi e the cells for 

which the time interval was shorter than the regular thirty second 

time interval. 

Prior to the lesson commencing , the research assistant 

responsible for coding Group acti ities was given a rou location 
grid sheet on ~hich the group numbers ad locatio s 
had been superimposed. Groups were always numbered from front-left 

to~ards the back of the classroom as indicated in Figure (9). 
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FIO. 9: Numbering System !or Recording Group Location. 
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In addition to the above categories of teacher and pupil 

behaviour which served as the dependent variables in the project, 

it ~as also proposed to ascertain whether any differences in 

patterns of classroom activity could be accounted for in terms 

of a number of independent variables. 

BLES 

(i) Type of School 

?ormal Intermediate, Intermediate, Normal Contributing, 

Contributing and Country Schools (each with two classroo s were 

included in the sample from vhich the classrooms to be stu ied 

were selected. Three classrooms from each type of school were to 

have been observed, each for two lessons of differing subject

matter. This number had in fact to be limited to three classrooms 

in each of the ormal Intermediate nnd the Intermediate Schools 

and one classroom in each of the other types of school inc uded. 

These are the main types of primary school in few Zealand, and 

the study endeavoured to find out if differences in classroom 

activity could be attributable to differing types of school 

(ii) Class Level 

The class levels selected to focus on were Year Two Junior 

(second year infant) ad Form Two classes . These •ou d be 

roughly equivalent to the Gr~de I and Grade VI classrooms 

included in the Adams (1965) and Biddle and Adams (1967) study, 

the data from w ich it is hoped comparisons could be made. The 

class level oft e country school classroo s was from Standard 

Two to Form Two in the classroom visited •. gain, the study 

sought to establish how far differe ces could be accounted for 

by different class levels. 

(iii) Type of Subject-matter Lesson 

In each of the classrooms visited a athematics lesso 



and a Social Studies lesson iere observed to find if 

differences in classroom activity occurred for each type of 

lesson. Each lesson was of approximately half an hour. 

(iv) Intelligence uotient and Participant Location. 

Data on pupi intelligence ias obtained for those 

classroo s here it was available (Intermediate cools) to 

ascertain ihether there was a relations ip betNeen participant 

location and the I •• of each participant. 

(v) Teacher Age and Sex 

6 2 

o systematic attempt was made to relate differences in 

classroom activities to teacher age and sex at this stage. Data 

however have been included for these variables. Of the Form Two 

teachers , one was a young female teacher (under thirty years of 

age), tMo were older female teachers (over forty years of age) , 

two were young male teachers, and one w~s an older male teacher. 

The contributing teachers were both young females and the country 

school teacher was a young male . 

5. HYPOTHES.c.S 

Having conceptualised the variables, and devised coding 

systems to measure the selected behaviours , hypothesising was 

carried out. In doing so a long term view was ta en and hypo

theses ~ere developed for the major study, and a selection was 

made of those to be tested in this pilot research. 11 hypotheses 

for the full study are reported with those to be tested 

statistically in this part o the project specified . 

The general hypot esis relating t o variables was: that: 

No significant inter-relationship would be found a ong the 

variables observed. Figure 10 sets out the s b-hypotheses for 

eventual testing of this hypothesis. The data from this pro ject 
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FIG. 10: Hypothesised Relationships Between Structural and 
Functional Variables. 

INCIDENCE COINCIDENCE 

( a) The GREATER the ••• (a) The GREATER the ••• ~------ - - - - - - ------------- HYPO TH. 
(b) The LESSER the ••• (b) The LESSER the ••• NO. 

Teacher Location Communication Mode Cat• s. 
Movement. 02 01a (01b) 

1 - 4 03a (03b) 
6 05a (05b) 
9 07a (07b) 

Teacher Location Communication Content 
Movement. Cat's. 

3 09a (09b) 
4 11a (11b) 

Teacher Location Communication Level 
Movement. Cat• e. 

3 13a (13b) 
4 _15a (15b) 

Teacher Location Group Activities Cat•s. 
Movement. 1 1?a (17b) 

3 19a (19b) 
5 21a (21b) 
8 23a (23b) 

Participant Location Communication ~ode Cat•s. 
(No. of V.I. units) 02 26a (26b) 

1 - 4 28a (28b) 
6 30a (30b) 
9 32a ( 32b) 

Participant Location Communic~tion Content 
(No. or v. I. uni ts) Cat's. 

3 34a (34b) 
4 36a (36b) 

Participant Location Communication Level 
(No. of ·v.I. units) Cat• s. 

3 38a (38b) 
4 40a ( 40b) 

Participant Location Group Activities Cat• s. 
(No.of v.r. units) 1 42a ( 42b) 

3 44a ( 44b) 

5 46a ( 46b) 
8 48a ( 48b) 

~roup Structure Group Activities Cat's. 
(No. of changes) 1 51a (51b) 

3 53a (53b) 
5 55a (55b) 
8 5?a ( 57b) 

------------------ - - --- -
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YIG . 10 : ( cont'd) 

INCIDENCE COINCIDENCE 

(a) ~he GREATER the ••• (a) The LESSER the ••• 
~ - - - .. - ... - - - - - -~ .. - - - - - - - - - - - HYPOTH .. 
(b ) ~he LESSER the ••• 

~eacher Location 
Movement. 

Teacher Location 
Movement. 

Te ac her Location 
Moveme n t. 

Teacher Loc a ti on 
Movement. 

Par tic i pant Location 
(No. of V.I. units ) 

Partic i pant Location 
(No. o f v. r. uni t s) 

Partidlp~nt Location 
( No. of v.r. units) 

Parti ci pant Location 
( No. of v.1. units) 

Group Structure 
(N o. of changeg) 

(b) The GREATER the ••• ·o. 

Communication Mode Cat's. 
03 0 2a ( 0 2b ) 
5 04a (040 ) 
7 06a ( 06b) 
8 0 8a ( 0 8b) 

Communication Content 
Ca t s. 

0 10a ( 10 b ) 
1 12a (12 b ) 

Communication Leve l Cat's. 

Group Acti viti es 

Communi cation Mode 

O 1 a (14b) 
1 16a ( 16r: ) 

Cat ' s . 
0 
2 

6 
7 

Cat ' s 
03 
5 
7 
8 

18a (18b ) 
20a (20::: ) 
22a (22b ) 
24a ( 24 ) 
2 6a (26b ) 

27a (27b ) 
29a (29 b ) 
3 1a ( 31b ) 
33a (33b) 

Communicat i on Conten t .,at's., 
0 35a 
1 37a 

(3 5b ) 
( 37b) 

Communication Level Cat ' s. 

Group Activities 

Group Acti vi ties 

O l39a C39h ) 
1 4 1a (41b) 

Cat's . 
0 
2 
4 
6 
7 

Cat's . 
0 
2 
4 
6 
7 

·43a ( 43b) 
45a (:.. b) 
47a (47b) 
149a ( 49b ) 
~Oa ( 50b) 

p2a (52b ) 
f:i 4a (5 4b ) 
B6a C56b ) 
f;i8a (5 b ) 
pOa (60b ) 

'------------------ -------- -
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that are relevant will be discussed descri tively. 

In general , only interteacher d"fferences were tested. 

These are set out below, together with the inter-teacher 

differences hypotheses to be tested in the major study: 

S ECIFIC HYPOTH~SES 

A. Comounication Structure. 

(i) Teacher Location. 

HYPOT. ESIS 1.1: o significant differences in 

patterns of teacher location will be found bet1een teachers . 

HYPOTHESIS 1. 2: o significant differences in 

patterns of teacher location will be found between lessons for 

a teacher . 

(ii) Participant Location 

HYPOTHESIS 2 . 1: No significant differences in 

patterns of participant location will be found between teac ers . 

HY?O~h~SIS 2.2: o significant differences in 

patterns of narticinant location will be found betwee 

for a teacher. 

(iii) Group Location 

HYPOTHESIS 3.1: No significant differe ces in 

patterns of group location will be fou d between teachers . 

HY?OTHESIS 3.2: No significant differences in 

patterns of group location will be found between lessons for 

a teacher . 

B. CO, 1UNICATIO FUNCTION 

(i) Verbal interaction (Mode) 

HYPO !GSIS 4. 1: No significant d"fferences in the 
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mode categories of verbal interaction will be found bet ee 

teachers. 

HYPOTHZSIS 4.2: o significant differences in the 

mode categories of verbal interaction will be ~und bet,een 

lessons for a teacher. 

(ii) Verbal Interaction (Content) 

HYPOTHESIS 5.1: No significant differe ces in the 

content categories of verbal interaction will be found between 

teachers. 

HYPOTHESIS 5.2: No significant differences in the 

content categories of verbal interaction will be found bet een 

lessons for a teacher. 

(iii) Verbal Interaction (Level) 

HYPOTHESIS 6.1: No significa t differences in the 

level categories of verbal interaction v ·11 be found bet\een 

teachers. 

HY OTHESIS 6.2: No significant differences in the 

level categories of verbal interaction will be found between 

teachers. 

(iv) Group ctivities 

HYPOTH SIS 7.1: Io significant differences in the 

types of group activity pupils engage in will be found between 

teachers. 

HY OTHESIS 7.2: No signif"cant differences in the 

types of group activity pupils engage in will be found between 

lessons for a teacher. 
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C . INTELLI GE-CE UOTIENT AND RATE OF PUPIL 
P RTICIPATI ON IN VERBAL INTERACTION. 

HYPOTHESIS 8 .1: No significant correlation between 

I.Q. and t he amount of individual pupil participa tion in 

verbal interactions will be found in any lesson for a teacher. 

6. SUM RY OF HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED 

The following hypotheses were tested for significance 

in the pilot study reported here 

Hypotheses 1.2 

7. COMPARISO 

4.2 

5.2 

6.2 

7.2 

8.1 

WITH FINDINGS FROM RELATED STUDIES. 

Vhere data from t he present study were relevant, they 

were compared wit h the findings reported in Flanders' 1957 

New Zealand study (Flanders, 1960a), and with data from Adams' 

(1965) and Biddle and Adams' (1967) Missouri study. 

No significance testing will be done in comparing data, 

but inferences will be drawn at the descriptive level in the 

discussion. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH PROCEDUR~S 

(i) Selection of the classrooms. 

Because of the limited nature of the research project, 

it was decided to make an a rbitrary selection of the schools 

to be visited during the study. The city schools chosen were 

those within four miles of the Hamilton Teacher s' College, and 

the small country schools were those closest to the city's 

eastern boundary, again because of their proximity to the 

College. The city schools cover a cross-section of the socio-

economic levels of the city, ranging from schools with a high 

proportion of state houses to those with a low proportion in 

the lower income group (No state rental home areas). The 

small rural schools chosen were of similar size and community 

type. 

It was decided to exclude all teachers with less than two 

years of permanent certificated teaching, and anyone who was 

in a relieving teaching position. 

The schools selected include the main types of New Zealand 

primary school. The schools from which the teacher sample was 

drawn were: 

Normal Intermediate: 

Intermediate Schools: 

Normal Contributing 
Schools: 

ontributing Schools: 

Berkley Normal Intermediate 

Fairfield Intermediate 
Peachgrove Intermediate 

Hillcrest Normal School 
Knighton Road Normal School 
Silverdale Normal School 

Fairfield Primary School 
Hamilton Vest School 
Hamilton East School 
Fifth Avenue School 
Insoll Avenue School 



Small Country Schools: Eureka School 
Horsham Downs School 
Puketaha School 

(ii) Initial Contact with Teachers 

~hen permission had been obtained from the District 

Inspector of Schools to use the selected schools for the 

study, letters setting out the general intent of the project, 

together with forms of agreement to participate (these also 

asked for detailed personal information about each teacher) 

were sent out to headteachers under a covering letter asking 

that teachers at the required level be asked to read the 

letter and make a decision about participation. At the same 

time letters were sent to headteachers of all the schools by the 

District Senior Inspector of Schools advising them that 

approval had been given for the project to be done and asking 

them to seek staff cooperation. 

Following these formal contacts, informal telephone contact 

was made with each headteacher to arrange a personal visit to 

discuss the project in greater general detail with teachers 

who were eligible prior to their decision being made to 

participate. At the same time questions of a general nature 

were answered and copies of teachers' timetables were obtained. 

(iii) Reducing Confounding Effects 

In order to ensure that as little distortion of the 

results would occur, teachers were given no specific information 

as to the nature of the project, being informed that it was 

"an investiga tion of activities that t ake place in classrooms". 

Teachers were asked to do nothing special in the way of 

preparation for each of the lessons to be observed, and insofar 

as was possible to teach on the occasions of the visits as if 

no observation was being done. 

~ --- - - - - - - - - - --- - -- - -- - -
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TABLE 1: Schools in the Sampl~, Number of Teachers Agreeing to Participate and 
Number of Teachers Selected. 

l'l U l"I O.C..K V .r NUMB.t;M Ul'' TC HRS 
TYPE OF SCHOOL. SCHOOL. CLASSROOMS AGREEING TO 

AVAILABLE. PARTICIPATE • . . 

Normal 
Intermediate Berkley 6 5• 

Intermediate Fairfield 7 5 
PeacbgroYe 7 ,. 

Noraal 
Contributing Hillcrest 2 2• 

Knighton 3 3• 
- SilYerdale 5 5• 

Contributing Fairfield 
Priaary .1 1• 

Fifth AYenue ,. ,. 
Haailton East .. ... 

- Haailton lest ' 2• 
Inaoll ATenue ,. ... 

Country Eureka 1 1• 
Horsham Downs 1 1• 
Puketaha 1 1• 

NUMBER OF TCHRS 
SELECTED. 

3 

1 
2 

1 
1 
1 

0 
1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 

• R.epreeents all ava,ili ble teachefs eligible agreed 
to participate. 

---.) 

0 



(v) Random Selection of Participating Teachers• 

•
1/hen all completed forms of agreement to participate 

had been returned by the headteachers of the schools in the 

sample, selection of the teachers whose classrooms were to 

be used was done on a random selection basis. Completed 

agreement forms for each type of school were placed in 

alphabetical order according to the surnames of the teachers 

and assigned a number in sequence. The Rand Table of Random 

numbers was then used to select the three teachers required 

for each set. In addition a fourth teacher was selected in 

case any teacher withdrew after the project got under way. 

Country schools were not included in the random 

selection procedure . 

Due to a number of circumstances beyond the control of 

the writer it was not possible in the time available to 

complete the observation of all the selected classrooms for 

the two lessons, and the six intermediate school classrooms, 

one Normal Contributing classroom, one Contributing school 

classroom and one Country School classroom were visited, f or 

a total of eighteen lessons. 

(vi) Preliminary Visits to Classrooms 

After selection procedures had been completed, Head

teachers of the schools in the sample were notified of staff 

members who had been selected to take part in the project. 

In addition, individual notification letters were included 
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for each teacher informing them whether they had been selected 

or not. 

Selected teachers were asked to submit class timetables 

showing the times and days Social Studies and Mathematics 



lessons would occur. From these timetables, a Project 

Visiting Schedule was drawn up for the three visits to each 

classroom - the preliminary familiarisation visit and the two 

lesson visits. 

During the preliminary visit, carried out in each 

classroom to familiarise teacher, pupils and research 

assistants with the procedures to be followed, teachers were 

asked to draw up a seating plan of the classroom as it would 

be for each of the lesson visits. All equipment was set up 

in position to test the audio-recording equipment for optimum 

results. During the preliminary visits to each classroom 

practice coding were carried out in each of the variables 

being observed in ten minute segments. Participant location 

grids, showing the locations of individual pupils for each 

lesson, classroom layout, etc. were drawn up, and individual 

timetabling arrangements were completed with each teacher for 

the two formal visits. 

(vii) Training of the classroom Observers 
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All observers used were either colleagues, with experience 

in teaching in the area, or senior college students who were 

currently engaged in a year three Professional Studies course 

in Pupil-Teacher Interaction, in which the Flanders Interaction 

nalysis System is learned, and in which student have had 

experience in classroom live coding sessions . Only students 

who had achieved a high level of interceder reliability in this 

course were selected for classroom observation during the 

research project . 

During the period when preliminary selection of classrooms 

was being undertaken, research assistants were each given a 



copy of the coding sheets to be used in classrooms - participant 

location coding sheets, teacher location sheets and activity 

function coding sheets. Two classrooms, not included in the 

research project, were selected at Normal Schools and used for 

live coding practice. During practice all coders were engaged 

in coding the same behaviour in ten minute sessions during normal 

lessons. Coding practice was continued until a high level of 

intercoder reliability was achieved . 

'Jhen all coders were proficient in all coding systems and 

had consistently high practice intercoder reliability scores, 

intercoder reliability for the research was established during 

six of the latter preliminary visits to the classrooms included 

in the study. (See Appendix A) 

Verbal interactions in the cla ssroom were not coded live 

during the visits to each of the selected classrooms. Audio-tape 

recordings were made of each lesson, and these were later coded 

fro m the tapes using consensus coding. The three coders were 

all teaching members of the college staff thoroughly familiar 

with the Flanders' Interaction Analysis System and practice coding 

was carried out on the Flanders' Practice Audio-Tapes using the 

coding system devised for this study. 

~hen .9 plus intercoder reliability was achieved in the new 

systems using the practice tapes, intercoder reliability for the 

present research was established by random selection of lessons 

from which three five minute segments were coded. One segment 

was a selection from the middle of the lesson (based on total 

footage for that lesson) and the third, the final five minutes. 

During these sessions each coder coded independently of the other 

two coders using the three-field coding sheets. Each coder's 
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sheets for each lesson segment were compared with those of the other 



two coders for the calculation of interceder reliability. 

One lesson from each class level was used to achieve 

reliability prior to the full coding for each lesson session. 

(See Appendix A) 

(viii) Audio-tape Recording Equipment 

For the audio-taping of each lesson, the following 

equipment was used: 

1 Akai Stereophonic tape-recorder Model X-V 

3 stands 

3 Omni-directional microphones 

2 Akai Cardioid Microphones (one adapted as 
a neck microphone for teacher use) 

1 Four microphone input plug Audio-mixer 
Amplifier unit (Locally made) 

1 set of Headphones for minitoring 

The kai Tape-recorder made it possible to record on two 

tracks simultaneously. One track was used for the input from 

the three stand microphones and the teachers neck microphone 

(where it was pssible to use this), the other was used for 

dubbing significant activity descriptions during periods when 

there was no verbal interaction being recorded e.g. if pupils 

were engaged in written work from blackboard etc. The three 

stand microphones were located at points near the wall around 

the classroom . Optimal location for these was established in 
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practice sessions at the normal schools in practice classrooms. 

Cords from stand microphones were affixed with special 

alligator type clips around the walls above head height so as 

not to impede flow of traffic in the classroom. These were 

connected into the audio - mixer amplifier , which in turn was 

connected to the tape-recorder . Control equipment was screened 



off fro m the classroom members , usually behind a mobil e 

cabinet, so tha t it could not be seen . Figure (11) shows 

the layout for t he audio-recording equipment . 

When the tapes for the lessons were coded, the tape

recorder as plugged into the audio-mixer unit and three sets 

of stereophonic earphones vere plugged into three of the four 

output j ~ck plugs so that simulta eous co ing could be done 

in coding booths. 

Coding of tapes was carried out using the following 

procedures: 

(a) The lesson was identified from the log book kept for 

recording essential details of each lesson and the classroom 

visited . The footage counter was returned to zero to coincide 

with the beginning of the lesso. 

(b) The lesson was played through once to identify t he 

flow of the lesson , and to make a preliminary evaluation of 

content and level of the interactions. If any difficulties 

were e count ered in this play through a second replay was 

done . At the end of the new footage t o mark the end of the 

l esson wa s recorded . 

( c ) The tape of the l esson was then code d, in all thr e e 

dimensions - ode , content and level. 

( d) check re-run was then done , with a ny diffi cult 

segments isolated for particular attention . A foot stop 

control on the t 2pe recorder facili t ated t his reviewing of 

coding . 

( e) I nter-coder reliabili t y coding runs were then doe 

f or the three f i ve minute por tions of the selected lessons . 
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FIG. 11: Classroom Location Grid Showing Audio-Recording 
Layout. 
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(ix) Classroom Visit Procedures 

Prior to the children's entry to the classroom for the 

start of the lesson (before the commenceme t of morning class, 

or at lunch-time) the audio recording equipment was set up. 

Each microphone ias tested separately and monitored to ensure 

it was functioning correctly , as were the tape-recorder and 

audio-mixer. The tape footaee counter was logged to indicate 

the beginning position of the tape of that lesson. 

The research assistant responsible for recordine teacher 

location checked classroom layout against coding sheet. The 

participant location recorder also checked coding sheet to 

ensure that pupil locations were recorded, and collected the 

I.~'s. list (if available) for the pupils. The recorder 

responsi le for coding group activities, drew up a grid sheet 

of group locations and numbered t e groups as prescribed , and 

checked the audio-recording equipment po~er supply was switched 

on, and checked the stop-watc was set correctly. 

s soon as the class was inside and seated the research 

assistant switched on the ta a-recorder, which ~as the signal 

to all research assistants to begin r cording. At the end of 

the lesson, or after thirty minutes , whichever wao the sooner, 

the tape-recorder was switched off, signalling to recorders to 

stop coding (click clearly audible). The footage meter on the 

tape-recorder was logged to record the end of the lesson tape . 

(x) Data Processing 

(1) Lesson tapes. 
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The formula for obtaining interceder reliability (for the 

mode categories only) was R. - A - i'if.::""~ · D). ( See Append. . A) 

Content and level interceder reliability 1ere carrie d 

out separately. he three coders conferred and only by 

agreement, or re-running tape segments until agreement was 

achieved, were the coding sequences accepted for comparison 

with the codings for the full lesson which had been done 

previously. Reliability for content and level coding was then 

achieved by establishing the percentage agreeme t between the 

full lesson codings d the lesson segment codings. 

Perce tages agreements for each lesson segment are reported. 

(2) Analysis of Data 

,'..11 sequential data were processed manually. This was a 

long and te ious process, with double checks being carried 

out for all individual variables . For this reason many 

possible analyses of the data have had to be put to one side 

for the present, d will be carried out at a later date, for 

example the data processing of the group structure (the 

number of groups actually e gaged ith the teacher) relating 

to Adams' central group, peripheral group findings; the 

analysis of group activities for each indivi ual roup; the 

coincidental relationship between teacher position and part-

icipant responding/initiating; the production of teacher 

movement flow pattern diagrams for all lessons . 

Because of the number of variables involve, and the 

sheer volu e of the data generated by this relatively small 

study , a major emphasis was placed on the analysis of the 

differing patterns of behaviour of each teacher rather tan 

on the inter-teacher differences . These latter •ill be 

reported on descriptively, but no attempt has been madeto 
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test the significance level of differences to support or 

reject the hypotheses stated above, because of the small 

number of teachers involved. 

All data ~ill be presented in tabulated form for each 

teacher for all the variables observed, and where relevant , 

in the interests of clarity, fi ures ·11 be shown . The 

main statistical procedures the data were subjected to were 

2 the X test to establish significance for individual 

variables, and correlation co-efficients for grouped 

variables. ''/here 2 x 2 matrices were used the Yates' 

correction factor for continuity ~as calculated. ihere 

larger matrices were used, the frequency expected was 

calculated a s independence values, as suggested by Garrett 

(1965, pp 262-264). 

All calculations were do e using a Sony Sobax •!icro-

Computer . 



CHAPTER V 

R~SULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

In presenting the data for the lessons observed it is 

proposed to give , firstly a general description of the 

findings , the n detailed specific findings about the 

variables observed for each lesson for each teacher, and 

relate these to the hypotheses stated above , and to findings 

reported in other similar researches. This is folloved by 

an outline of some of the descriptive findings about differ

ences between teachers, and finally, a concluding statement 

is made about the findings and possible avenues for future 

research that emerge from this project. 

Only one lesson is reported for Teacher E. When this 

classroom was visited for the first lesson, it became apparent 

that the teacher was under considerable strain in the teaching 

situation (with non-participant observers present) and it was 

decided not only to cut the observation visit short, but not 

to make the proposed visit to observe the Social Studies 

lesson. This decision was made in consultation •Tith the 

teacher concerned. Data for the part of the lesson observed 

has been presented as it can usefully be used for descriptive 

purposes . 

For Teacher H also, the data is incomplete for the 

Mathematics lesson. This teacher was reluctant to wear the 

neck microphone with the trailing cord as it was felt it would 

restrict ability to "move from group to group". As the lesson 

was conducted in small groups (with each using task cards ad 

apparatus) and the teacher had a very quiet voice, the tape of 

this lesson had to be coded throughout its full length as 

Verbal Interaction ode No Talk category 02 - diffuse, as the 
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teacher's voice is at no time audible. Data is presented 

for all other variables , for this teacher. 

(i) General Findings. 
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One of the striking features of the lessons observed 

was the high content orientation. (see Tables 13 and 14). 

Only a fractional amount of time (0.3%) was devoted to non

relevant subject matter and sociation behaviours. Relevant 

subject matter (85.4% for all lessons) and organisation related 

directly to the subject matter (13.696) loomed large in every 

lesson. Surprisingly , all the sociation (0.8%) incidents were 

in mathematics lessons. One relatively long encounter between 

teacher and one pupil as social chit-chat and the others when 

pupils became distressed about some aspect of the work being 

done. 

Not surprisingly, the level of communication interactions 

was, with one exception, predominantly at the knowledge (49.696) 

and understanding levels (36.1%). In one classroom, in which 

the I.Q's of the students ranged from 121 to 145 plus ,'bhe 

students began to initiate discussion at the evaluation level 

but were often cut short by a teacher question at the under

standing level. 

Group activities, involving the use of apparatus in 

general seemed to be non-existent in the Form II classes 

visited (Table 16), again withtta.e exception of one Intermediate 

classroom and t wo lessons observed at the country school. 

Groups discussions were the main medium of communication in 

Social Studies in Form II classrooms , but in the Infant c asses 

the teacher in both cases had the whole class at her feet. In 

one Infant lesson the high level of "information giving",(46.3%) 



of the incidents tat was coded for verbal interaction mode 

was because of the story reading that occurred (by far the 

highest incidence of Category 5 for all lessons). It seems 

clear even from this small sample, that by the time Intermediate 

levels are reached activities which require the use of 

apparatus are dispensed with regardless of the level of ability 

of the students. 

Observations made int is study indicate that teacher 

movement (Table 2) during lessons varies considerably. he 

number of locational moves made ranged from three in one lesson 

to one hundred and eighty-two in another case, with the average 

number of locational moves being sixty-eight for all lessons. 

The most mobile teacher (Teacher G) shifted location one 

hundred and fifteen times during the Social Studies lesson and 

one hundred and thirty-one times during the Mathematics lesson 

(~ig. 12). The least moves made by any teacher, three moves 

during the Social Studies lesson and fifty-two during 

Mathematic s , occurred in a Junior class . Movement seems 

unrelated to t he subject matter being taken. No apparent 

single location was preferred by the teachers sampled. Vhile 

the front ias magnetic to some, for others it was avoided almost 

completely. Most teac ers tended to be front-oriented 

(particularly the Form II teachers~ but there was considerable 

variation, with one favouring a middle of the room pattern, 

another favouring the rear left side (at his desk), while 

another spent almost the entire lesson at the middle right hand 

side of the room, beca se of the larger space t ere for the 

children to sit at her feet. 

As with teacher location, participant ocation ( able 6) 
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seemed to follow a variable pattern. In some lessons, those 

closest to the mi dle forward and front areas came in for 

much of the action , in others those nearest to the sides or 

the back and rear parts of the room were 11favoured" by the 

teacher. Data for participant location in Ta le 8, means 

for all lessons, show that the most used location is the 

centre of t_e middle row of the location grid. The next 

most used area is the back-left area. '.Iha t did see 

important was where the teac.er was located at the time of 
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the communicat·on. Great variation was observed in the volume 

of participant interaction from classroom to classroom . The 

number of interaction units re.nged from fifty-four during one 

lesson to three hundred and two in another . In most class

rooms there was plenty of opportunity for pupils to 

communicate their ideas. Teachers asked many uesticns 

(average of one hundred and one for all lessons) to prompt 

pupil participatio in interaction. 

Of the specific verbal behaviours of teachers (Tables 

10-14) and their students , praise and encouragement ere 

observed as being much more important than criticism. Over 

all lessons, praise and acceptance of pupil i eas were used 

almost six times as muc as criticism. There was, ho~ever, 

consi derable variation both in the amount of each of these 

behaviours and in its timing. In .Mathematics praise was 

used more frequently than it was in Social Studieo , but so 

too was criticism, being almost twice as muc used. .nether 

noticeable aspect oft e verbal interaction mode behaviours 

was the difference between the two lesson types in the amount 

of pupil initiated talk and the a ount of talk that was 



response to teac er questions. In Social Studies, by far 

the major proportion of all talk in all classrooms was pupil 

initiated , whereas in Mathematics a larger amount of direct 

response to teacher questions was apparent. Over all lessons, 

pupil initiated talk was more used , on the average, than 

direct response. 

Of the No Talk categories of behaviour, diffuse (usually 

small group discussion) uncodable talk was dominant in 

Social Studies lessons, while silences iere much more 

frequent in athematics lessons. An exception being the 

Junior classrooms during Mathematics lessons when small 

group activities occurred in both instances. 

(ii) Specific Findi gs. 

A. COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE 

(a) Teacher Location 

Teacher Movement 

In the lessons observed, there was marked variation in 

the number of location moves made by teachers. Figure 12 

shows the number of location moves made by each teacher for 

ea9h of the two lessons. Teacher A had the greatest number 

of moves during the iathematice lesson and Teacher H the 

least for the Social Studies. Teacher G was the most mobile 

over the two lessons nth 115 and 131 moves. fovement for 

the other teachers tends to be about the average for all 

lessons , othe than Teacher I who was very mobile in 

Mat ematics but moved little in Social Studies. Data suggest 

that teachers move more frequently during Mathematics lessons 

(mean number of 85) than for Social Studies (mean of 49 moves 

for all lessons . 
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FIG. 12: Number of Teacher Location Moves for Each Lesson. 
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Location atterns 

The number of location moves and duration units for 

each lesson for each teacher are shown in Table 2. 

Perce tages, rounded to the nearest hole number, are 

indicated for each cell in brackets. Inspection of the 

table indicates considerable variation both in the number 

of location moves made and in the duration of location, and 

there is also mar ed differences in the a ount of classroom 

space used. 

patterns o 

Teachers A, C, and F show front oriented 

movement and duration in location but there are 

marked differences in the parts of the classroom used. 

Teac er A uses almost every area in both the Mathematics and 

Social Studies lessons , but Teacher C ventures outsi e the 

front/forward areas on only two occasions during either 

lesson. Teacher E in the only lesson observed , Mat ematics, 

uses a "T" shaped orientatio - across the front and down the 

centre - not unlike the pattern of movement reported by Adas 

in his 1965 Missouri study of American teachers. Teacher F 

by comparison, favours left-centre to right-centre across the 

front and up and down the left-centre and right-centre, in 
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both lessons observed , with right-centre ront at the teacher's 

table as a preferred location in durat·on count. 

Teachers B, D, and G data show a preference for the 

front of the classroom for Mathematics, but for Social S udies 

the most used locations in both moves and duration tended to 

be the middle and rear locations. Teacher Gin both lessons 

moved up and don the left-centre and r"ght-centre areas, with 

a marked pattern of back of the room location moves and 

duration in Social Studies. This pattern seems to be 
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determined by the location of the group that is the focus 

of teacher interactions, and represents the areas between 

long desk grouping arrangements. Similarly, Teacher H's 

movement and location-duration patterns seem to be deter

mined by class group locations. In Social Studies, the 

pupils were all brought to the only large free space area in 

the room (obviously set aside for the purpose) and sat at 

the teacher's feet. Location throughout the entire duration 

of this lesson is determined by the nature of the lesson and 

the group structure being used. In the Mathematics lesson for 

the same teacher, however, there is much more movement, but 

again the patterns of movement and location are determined 

by the lesson and the group structure, and in addition by the 

group activities. Each gr oup was working on task card 

activities using apparatus, and discussing findings under 

leader control. The teacher's movement and duration of stay 

at locations, reflect the supervisory nature of her role 

during the lesson. The location patterns for Teacher I are 

very similar to those of Teacher H for the same reasons. 

The class w~s at the same level, and in Mathematics was 

engaged in similar activities. In Social Studi es, instead 

of a middle-right fixed location, a centre-front location was 

preferred because of the available large fr e e space to seat 

all the pupils close to the teacher. Towards the end of 

the lesson, pupils went off to group locations to engage in 

free choice (Art and Craft type) activities related to the 

topic explored during time with the teacher. 

Figure 13 shows the movement flow patterns of four 
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lessons for selected teachers to demonstrate the way a 

teacher can be trac ked during a lesson, both in movement 

and duration of location. Both Mathematics and a Social 

Studies lessons have been included to highlight differ

ences. Numbers inside the circles indicate the number of 

duration units during that location and the numbers inset 

in the flow lines indicate the sequence of moves made by 

the teacher. The first flow diagram shows movement 

patterns for a front oriented social studies teacher, the 

second, a middle oriented Social Studies teacher and the 

third a front oriented Mathematics teacher, and the last 

represents the movement patterns of a middle of the room 

oriented Mathematics lesson. 

The flowgr am of Teacher C's Social Studies lesson 

while front oriented shows a regular pattern of movement 

from the forward-left area to the front left-centre area. 

Teacher B's Social Studies lesson flow diagram indicates a 

pattern of movement backward and forward across the middle 

column cells and the rear centre and r ar right centre with 

the occasional "grand tour" (Adams, 1965). Teacher B's 

Mathematics lesson, while having a pattern of forward left 

to front left centre like Teacher C's Social Studies lesson 

has a much greater volume of movement across all the front 

cells. The flow diagram for Teacher H's Mathematics lesson 

like Teacher B's Soc ial Studies diagram in middle row move

ment also shows a pattern of moves up and down both the left 

area cells and the right area cells. 

Table 3 shows the mean number of moves and duration 
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units for separate teachers and for all lessons. Jhile a 

slight front orientation is evident, all areas of the class

room are used by teachers. The front movement orientation 

for Social Studies lessons is less marked (only 21%) than for 

Mathematics lessons (51~) while duration in Social Studies 

lesson is 35% compared with 52% for Mathematics. For all 

lessons front location accounts for 44% of moves and 46% of 

duration. 

Means and standard deviation data for individual 

teachers, separate lessons and all lessons are presented in 

Table 4 to indicate the variability of movement and duration 

in teacher location for the sample observed. Numbers in 

brackets in the column showing No . of Location Moves represent 

the number of cell locations used by the teacher for that 

lesson. 

Data from both lessons for each teac her were correlated, 

for both the number of location moves and location durations, 

and correlation coefficients for teacher movement are shown 

in Table 5. Five are significant at greater than the .01 

level, only one teacher of the seven for whom data are shown, 

Teacher C, indicates a consistent pattern of location and 

location movement. It seems from these data that teachers 

differ in patterns of location for different types of lessons 

and at different levels of the school, but more data are 

needed to confirm this tendency. 
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TABLE 4: Mean and Standard Deviation f or Teacher Location Moves and Teacher Location Duration Units 
for Each Lesson. 
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TABLE 5: Correlation Co-efficients for Teacher Location Moves and Teacher Location 
Duration Units for the . Two Lessons of !acb Teacher. 
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(b) Participant Location. 

As with the data reported for teacher location, no 

dominant location pa ttern emerged for participant location, 

from the observa tions ma de in this sample. Pupil responses 

to the teacher, and their initia tion of talk to the teacher 

appeared to be less related to seating location than to the 

loc a tion of the teacher. Unlike Adams' (1965) reported 

findings, where the action centre for pupils was the front 

of the classroom location, and the centre of the front, the 

pattern of participant location in the classrooms studied was 

varied. 

In three of the Mathematics lessons the level of pupil 

verbal participation was considerably below the mean for all 

lessons, being less than half. In all other lessons there was 

a high level of pupil verbal behaviour. The range was from 

54 - 182 for Mathematics lessons, and 104 - 302 in Social 

Studies lessons. For five tea chers (A, F, G, H, and I) more 

pupil participant verba l behaviour occurred during Social 

Studies lessons, while in the lessons of Teachers B, C, and D 

pupils were involved in verbal behaviour more during the 

Mathematics lessons. Figure 14 shows the pupil participant 

verbal interaction unit incidences for all lessons observed. 

The pupils of Teacher G (the most mobile teacher) were 

more frequently engaged in verbal interactions with the 

11 7 

teacher tha n any other class. The pupils of Teacher A, who 

made more moves in any single lesson, were the least engaged. 

Teachers A, E, and F had very low pupil participation levels 

for verbal interaction in Mathematics lessons, but this was 

probably due to the long periods pupils were engaged in written 



FIG. 14: Numb e r of Uni t s of Pupil Par.ticipant Verbal Interaction for Each Lesson. 
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textbook and blac kbo a rd activities. Table 6 sets out data for 

each teacher sho1ing the locational patterns for pupil verbal 

participation for each lesson. 

Participant loc a tion in both Teacher 's lessons was well 

spread but there was a tendency for those on the left side of 

the room to be more involved than those on the right, but the 

highest single area of participant location in the Ma thematics 

lesson is the rear-right locational area, and pupils in the 

middle and rear account for most of the participant verbal 

interaction in both lessons. In Teacher B's Social Studies 

lesson, most of the action is across the rear of the room with 

interaction increasing as pupils are located further from the 

centre. In Mathematics for the same teacher, however, the 

locational pattern shows more spread and the main involvement 

centred from the middle area forward to the front. 

The pattern of participant location in Teacher C's lessons 

reflects the front orientation of this teacher. Participation 

is well spread in Social Studies but most pupil involvement is 

in the forward area. Two grid locations in the back row, 

however, receive a considerable amount of the action. This can 

be accounted for partly at least to the presence in these two 

locations of the two pupils with the highest I.Q's in the class, 

and the correlation between I •• and level of pupil response 

in this lesson for Teacher C. In Mathematics, this teacher had 

a small remedial group seated in the three groups of desks 

located in the middle and forward area of the room, but even 

in this lesson the front-centre orientation dams (1965) found 

for American teachers is more evid nt than in any other lesson 

in this study. 
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Teacher D's lessons tend to produce a front oriented 

focus of participant verbal behaviour but in both lessons 

there is a persistent centre of activity around the middle

rear centre and right centre which is again related to pupil 

I .. 

In the Mathematics lesson observed in Teacher E's class

room the centre of participant location was the rear of the 

room, where the chi ldren with the higher I. 's were located. 

Teacher F data for participant location indicates higher 

1 ~ 

levels of involvement in the left and left-centre areas for 

both lessons, despite the front locational preference of the 

teacher. For Teacher G there is a similar left and left-centre 

locus, but this is p robably more related to the teachers 

involvement ~ith groups located in these areas during both 

lessons (the Form I and II pupils in the top half of a two

Teacher country school). In the Mathematics lesson for this 

teacher pupil verbal participation is evenly spread over the 

whole classroom where pupils were located. 

Patterns of participant response for Teachers Hand I 

are similar because of the similarity of the lessons observed. 

In Social Studies lessons, because of the pupils location in 

each case at the teacher's feet no distinct pattern can be 

determined. In both lessons the level of participation was 

high. In the Mathematics lessons, Teacher H's pupils engaged 

in interaction with the teacher tended to be on the right 

hand side of the classroom, while those most in interaction 

with Teacher I were located in the centre and right centre 

from the middle to the back , but teacher movement throughout 

the lesson generated participant response with pupils located 



on the left hand side as well. 

Table 7 gives details of the mean number and standard 

deviatio ns ~ f verbal interaction units for each teacher and 

each lesson, and Table 8 shows the means for each location 

area for the two types of lesson for all classrooms. In 

Social S tudies lessonsthe main centres of action are the rear 

and back areas while in Yathematics lessons the main 

participant location areas were forward and middle. In 

Social Studies the left column cells account for 32% of the 

participant verbal interaction units, but it is the centre 

column cells {27% in Mathematics ) where most participants are 

1 cated. 

Correlation coefficients for each teacher for Social 

Studies and Mathematics lessons shown in Table 9 indicate 

that none of the correlations for participant verbal 

interaction patterns by location reach an acceptable level of 

significance. Patterns of pupil response tend to be 

different for each lesson taken by a teacher in this sample. 

This tends to confirm the data for both kinds of lesson shown 

in Table 8 where the locus of participation for pupils tends 

to be markedly different. 

Cc) Group Structure 

Results of analysis of the responses to the three 

questions asked can be summarised as follows: 

QUESTION 1 :that is your reason for arranging your 

pupils in small group? 

RESPONS3S To help pupils develop socially, to work 

co-operatively. (ALL teachers) 

to enable small group activities of 
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TABLE 7, Mean Number of Units or Pupil Participant Verbal Interaction for the Number or Pupils 
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. 
TABLE 9: Correlation Co-efficients for the Number of Uriits 

of Pupil Participation by Location for the Two 
Lessons of Each Teacher. 

PAR.TIC! PMl T LDCAT ION L~VE.L 
TEACHER V. I. INCIDENCE v lCX:,.,· 

o• 
'5f GN t F I CANCE 

A '5s.m -= •05 N.5. 

B ('5$,Wl ::: • I 4- N. 5. 

c 1.ss-.,n ': · Z9 N. S. 

D rss.M ,. • 29 N. S. 

F r;S,lr\ - • I I N. S. 

G ~S .11\ = •38 N. S. 

I r;$,i,,\ 
:; • J 9 N. S. 

c~+ = 23) 



different kinds to be used. (FOUR teachers) 

To give opportunities for discussion 

of c ommon problems. (FOUR teachers) 

To enable teacher to give special help 

to pupils who need it. (SEVEN teachers) 

QUESTION 2 i/hat is the basis for the grouping 

arrangements in your classroom? 

RESPONSES Social in all except one classroom. 

In this classroom the basis was differing class 

levels, but within these groups, seating based on 

social choice. 

QUESTION 3 In what kinds of lesson are small group 

activities used? 

RESPONSE All subjects listed, but particularly 

language, mathematics, science and social studies. 

In all classrooms visited, desks were arranged in small 

groups, but only in the Junior classrooms,the country school 

and in one Social Studies lesson in one intermediate class

room was there evidence of both structural and functional 

use of this kind of grouping. In t he other intermediate 

level lessons, while group discussions were used, a major 

part of the lesson time was spent with all pupils attending 

to the teacher for discussion as a whole group . Group 

structure appears to be more a convention than a practical 

means of facilitating learning in these classrooms. Much 

more observation however is needed at different class levels 

and for other types of lesson to establish more definitive 

findings about the nature and function of classroom grouping . 
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B. COMMUNICATION FUNCTION 

(i) Verbal Interaction. 

(a) Mode Categories 

Data for Social Studies and Ma thematics lessons set 

out in Table 10 show the incidence of verbal interaction 

mode categories, together with means and standard deviations 

for each category. The high standard deviations for a 

number of categories indicates the considerable variance 

teacher to teacher in the incidence of the different 

categories. he Social Studies lessons data for most 

teachers show a number of similarities. All teachers, 

except Teacher H, have similar patterns in the No Talk 

categories, with 02 - diffuse talk, occurring as the most 

frequent category. roup discussions had to be coded using 

this category, and while most of the codings for these 

lessons can be accounted for in this way , some massed 

responses are probably included in the 02 code. (It should 

be noted that there is not a greement in the number of 

participant location units reported earlier and the number 

of pupil talk categories discussed in this section. Some 

of the individual interactions coded live in collecting 

participant location data have been lost as diffuse talk in 

recording verbal interactions from the tape recordings of the 

lesson, but in gene ral the discrepancy is not large for any 

lesson). The 02 categories recorded for Teacher I were the 

coding of a number of songs and musical instrument numbers 

that occurred during the Social Studies lesson for that 

teacher. 

The high incidence of category 03 reported for Teacher H 

~------ - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - ---
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TABLE 10: Incidence of Units of Verbal Interaction Mode Categories for Each Lesson, and Means 
and Standard Deviations. 

No TALK T. INDIRECT TALK T. l>ll?E CT l)lLK PUPIL T~U( 

TEACHER LESSON 00 01 02 03 t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . TOTAL 

A. soc,~ sroo,es 2 3 207 3 I 33 28 16o 35 bl 3 0 79 6•G 

B • 5 12 ~~ 0 0 8 + 59 142 GI 17 4 98 S(X::, 

c • I I roo 0 I 6+ 26 113 J41 22 I " 127 b09 

D .. 5 + 337 0 2 4 8 +• I I 4-2 0 . 6 12+ 5i+ 

F •• I 8 274 0 0 g : ). 73 52 -3g 3 42 II I 612 

G •• 7 l 18 Sfo : 0 r 38 4f 59 62 15 0 3+ 27~ G24 
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I • I 23 i 242. i 3 ' i 53 B 87 j 7G 74 0 20 127 115 
I i 
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I I ,, 
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TABLE 10: \Cont'd) 
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was laughter c_uring the reading of the story which was the 

basis for discussion. The incidence of a relatively high 

number of 00 codings for the same teacher indicates the 

number of times one pupil took up another's ideas and spoke 

without any other behaviours intervening. 

Of the Indirect Influence Teacher Talk categories, 

Teachers B, D, and F have very low tallies for categories 

1, 2 and 3 by comparison with the other teachers observed. 

Teachers Band D also asked fewer questions than the other 

teachers and considerably fewer than the mean for all Social 

Studies lessons. Teachers A and Casked far more questions 

than other teachers. The incidence of questioning for Teacher 

A was greater than the total incidence of pupil talk! 

Of the Direct Influence Teacher Talk categories recorded 

Teachers B, C, and H have very high incidences of category 5 

- giving information - by comparison with the other teachers. 

All codings in this category for Teacher H were the result of 

story reading, and in the case of Teacher B more than two

thirds of these were related to organisation discussions of 

pupil projects that were being carried out during this lesson. 

The high incidence of category 7 for the same teacher also 

was concerned with organisation problems - a non-involved 

group. Teacher Chas the highest incidence of information 

giving behaviour, but has also the highest scores for 

categories 2 and 3 and scores towards the indirect "style" 

for both I.D ratio and Revised I.D. ratio (see below). 

Pupil talk shows a heavy emphasis on pupil initiated 

behaviour. In every case category 9 behaviour is considerably 

more frequent than category 8 - direct response to teacher 

questioning. 
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Mathematics lessons show a great deal more variability 

than Social Studies lessons in pattern of verbal inter

action mode categories. Of the No Talk categories, 

category 01 - si ence dominat sin most lessons, except for 

Teacher I's lesson . Category 02 also varies from teacher to 

teacher with a range from O - 239 and with a high mean. 

Confusion - category 03 is high for the lessons of Teachers 

Band E. 

Categories 1 - 4 show less variation than the same 

categories for Social Studies. The high number of category 

1 behaviour for Teacher D (the highest of any lesson) was 

unusual but related to an incident that began as a subject

matter oriented topic but developed into an amusing bantering 

of one pupil who was ha ving difficulty in demonstrating an 

example at the blackboard. Praise is much more consistently 

used in Mathematics, showing a higher incidence for all 

teachers and much less variation teacher to teacher than is 

the case in the Social Studies lessons. Data show that 

teachers question more in Mathematics lessons than in Social 

Studies and there is a tendency for these to be at a lower 

level than in Social Studies. Category 4 shows a high 

incidence for all teachers, the two lowest being Teachers E 

and F. In the lessons of both these teachers, less than half 

the lesson time was given to verbal interaction. 

Categories 5, 6 and 7 also show less variation than data 

for these categories in the Social Studies lessons. Less 

information is given , but directi on giving is more frequent. 

A notable feature of the Mathematics lessons is the high 

level of criticism that occurred , being almost twice as high 
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as in Social Studies lessons . 

Pupil talk in athematics lessons for four ·eachers 

shows a reversal of the pattern fond in Social Studies for 

the same teachers. In the lessons of these teac ers , pu il 

talk is in response rather than the initiation of their on 

ideas , but for two of these teac ers there is still a 

comparatively high incide ce of category 9 ~upil talk. In the 

lessons of the ot er four teachers , pupils operate in the Pupil 

initiated talk mode more frequently as vas the case in the 

ocial Studies lessons. 

Fi ure 15 sows the verbal interaction ode patterns for 

each lesson, compared with the other lesson for each teacher 

to indicate similarities and differences. 

Table 11 shows Correlation coefficients for mode categories 

of erbal Interaction. Only seven are si nificant and only 

in two cases are correlations for all cate6ories and categories 

1 - 9 significant. 

I . D. and Revised I.D . ratios or each teac er, for each 

lesson observed , are reported in Ta le 12, and in the majority 

of cases indic· tea fa"rly direct "style" o teaching, if 

Flanders ' interpretation of this ty e of statistic is fol owed. 

irection giving has , in most lessons caused a ~epressing of 

the . D. ratios and Revised I.D . ratios, and in view of the 

nature of the lessons observed it is considered doubtful if 

Flanders' rationale for including category 6 in the "vicious 

circle 1 can be adopted . * 

*Footnote: n his earliest category syst m, used in the 
'''el in ton study in 957 , "'landers had two categories, 5 and 
7, for coding "Direction Giving" teacher behaviour. The 
two were combined as at. 6 in the system rom 1960 on. 
ategory 5 was also in the 1957 study a an indirect influence 

category and category 7 as direct influence . 



FIGURE 15: Percentages of all Verbal Interaction 
Mode Categories !or Each Leeson. 
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FIGURE 15: (cont'd) 
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TABLE 11: Correlation Co-efficients for All Categories and Categories 1 - 9 of Verbal 
Interaction Mode for the Two Lessons of Each Teacher. 

TEACHER VER.SAL tNTE RACTION LEVEL VER6~L INTERACTION LEVEL 
oi: oF 

(ALL CATEGORIES) SIGNIFICAIJCE. ( CATEGORtEf> 1-9) 51 GNtFI C.t\NCE' 

A rss.m - ·03 N.S. r;$.m :: ·71 p<·os 

B r;:S.M = · OG I\J. S. r;S.M = ·O+ t.J. s. 
., --

c r';~.m = • 81 p <·01 rss.M ::. . g, f<· OJ 

D t';&.m : ·os N. 5. rss. "'l = ·So N.S. 

I= rs,.rn = • 80 f <·01 ~$.rn 
:: ·+G "1. s. 

-- --- .. 

G rss. m :; ·f,4 t<·oS t';.s.m ::: ·Go N. 5. 
----- - ---·-- ----

I ·, - . :?2 I' <· 0/ Yss.~ = ·93 1<01 ,s. "' 
- -- -- - - -- ·4- ·- - ·- - -- - - ---

(df II (df "' 7) 
2 

- -. ~ ..- -



TABLE 12: I/D Ratio and Revised I/D Ratio for Saeh Lesson~ and Adjusted Revised I/D Ratio, for 
Each Lesson. 

SOCIAL ST UDJ E.S MATfiEMA.TIC.S ADJU5TEO R!:_'VISEO 1/0 ~~TtO 
"ni\CHEQ 

1/0 RATIO RcV. 1/D ~ilQ 1/D ~A.TIO REV. t/D RA.TIO SOC:tAL 51\JDIES MAT&-\E~TICS 

A ·69 ·49 ·55 •-4-l ·91 • f>8 
I . 

B .24 · 13 "64 ·+o ·ZO - 56 

c · SS • 81 . bl . • f,3 . ~3 · 73 

D · SI ·25 ·G9 .. 40 ·21 · 76 

E N/A - •51 . lb - ·22 --

i= •47 ·lO · ts . 30 ·37 ·5.9 
I 

G -,1 I . 8f> · ·fD ·% . .9+ -~3 
i 

Nit\ .~ ·lb ·31 · 55 --
I ·So ·4~ . 35" •53 · 56 ·ts 

I 

I 

I 
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It seems more likely that if direction is related to 

subject - matter rather than to classroom organisation and 

behaviour maintenance, as is the case in most data 

reported in this study, it should be excluded from the 

calculation of the Revised I . D. ratio along with the 

categories 4 and 5 incidents . Column 3 of Table 12 shows 

Adjusted Revised I . D. ratios for all lessons observed 

(all incidents of Category 6 mode for organjsation and 

sociation excluded). The new ratios, it is felt, are a 

more objective measure of teacher influence. 

(b) Content 

Analyses of content and level data are show in Table 

1.3. It can be seen that there is a heavy emphasis on 

subject matter in all Social Studies lessons (80%). Little 

non-relevant subject matter was observed in any lesson 
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(0.5%). In the lesson for Teacher H (a story about Ali Baba) 

one little pupil insisted on talking about the characteristics 

of his barber! In the Social Studies lessons, it can be 

seen that organisation is at a hi gh level for Teachers B 

(58%) and G (50%) . In both cases, pupils were engaged in 

project type activities , while for Teacher D t he organis

ation coding was all from the beginning of the lesson, 

when the teacher was appointing group leaders and reporters 

prior to the groups engaging in discussion of themes 

related to the topic. For all Social Studies lesson the 

average was 19.5%. No sociation content was rec orde d for 

any lesson. 

In the Mathematics lessons, subject - matter was again, 

understandably , the main content handled (90.8%). 



TABLE 13: Total. Percentage, Mean and Standard Deviation of Units of Verbal Interactio 
Content and Level Categories for Each Lesson. n 

CONTEN·T CATE(jORIES LEVEL CATEfiORIES 

TEACHER LESSON 0 I 2 3 TOTAL 0 l 2 3 TOTAL 

A SOCIAL 
STtJ'OIE.S 0 395 ' 0 401 8'3 2#G 7l 24 40l 

8 .. I 209 113 0 393 300 Bl 12 0 3~3 

c .. I 49g -7 0 506 209 257 - 17 23 506 

D .. 0 ICJh 42 0 231 45 3~ 27 127 238 

F •• 0 298 3, 0 329 7o 156 56 +7 329 

G •• 2 l6B 273 0 5~3 56 3o2 133 52 543 

H .. 9 52b 33 0 S61 I ii 381 0 0 568 

I •• 2 ~i3 bl 0 +1"b 19+ .251 0 I 4-1-b 

TOTAL 15 1713 . '13'. 0 ~424 II++ 1~89 317 27+ 3+2+ 
Pf~CEt.iTME 
OF- TOTAL 0·4- 8o·9 l'J· 7 0 31·+ ~-J 9 .3 f·O 

MEI\N I· frB 34~·~3 79-S"c 0 +ig·oo l43 ·oo ].11·13 39·b~ ~ 42B·OO 

S.O 2·to 116· '9 9o.19 0 104·:Jlf g5.4, lo1 · 5'.J +1.· 13 3'3·87 lo+,3+ 



TABLE 13: (cont'd) 

CONTENT CA.TEGORIES LEVEL C4TE(;ORIES 

TEACHER LE:550N 0 I 2 3 TOTAL 0 \ 2 3 TOTAL 

A l'MTHEMATICS 0 344- 3o 0 374- 2.09 1~5 0 0 37+ 
--

6 .. + 4o+ 28 0 43<o .+14- 19 .3 0 43', 

c •• 3 't35 70 I 509 36f 13~ 5 0 509 

D .. 0 423 II 31 i~5- 237 l7fo 37 15 4b5 

E Ct 0 22+ 37 s 2,9 247 9 ,3 0 269 

I= •• 0 213 3 0 2s, 2,9 67 0 0 2.Bb 

G •• 0 551 7 0 5"4- 72 290 193 9 564-

I " 0 2G8 45' 4- 317 22g 58 31 0 317 

TOTAL 7 2931 231 44- ~220 1994- 920 281. 24 3220 
t"ERCENT>G: 
OF TOTA.L 0·2 9J·3 1· }. 1·3 "2 ·o .1.1 ·b f•7 0.7 

MEAN 4 -t:.3 Jb7· 25 2g.gg &-so -to.2 · 5"o 149 •.l) IIS'·OO 35.ZS 3·oo -+o..z· ~,-0 
--

5.D. 9. 'll lOI · 9o 2.0·Bi lO·OO IOI, 13 97·~+ '1'1·95 6/ ·08 f . +/ 101· 2.3 ---
~--------------- - ---------



Organisation is less than half as frequent as in Social 

Studies (7 . 4%). Non-relevant subject-matter is minimal 

(0.2%) and except in the case of Teacher D, already 

referred to above, sociation received little teacher time, 

but is more frequent than in Social Studies (1.6%). 

The highest individual incidences of the differing 

categories of verbal interaction content in Social Studies 

lessons were 1.6% of non-relevant subject matter (Teacher 
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H), 98.5% relevant subject matter (Teacher A), 57.9% 

organisation (Teacher B), with no sociation in any lesson. 

Comparative incidences for Mathematics lessons were, 1.0"~ 

non-relevant subject matter (Teacher B), 99% relevant subject 

matter (Teacher F), 14.2% organisation (Teacher I) and 6.7% 

sociation (Teacher D). 

Individual teacher data, showing the relationship of 

level and content to the verbal interaction mode incidence 

for each lesson, are presented in Table 14. 

(c) Level 

Reference to Table 14, also shows the frequence of 

differing levels for verbal communications for all lessons. 

It can be seen that there is considerable variation in the 

cognitive level at which classroom interactions are 

handled . Understandably, the level in the Junior classes 

is at the knowledge and understanding levels entirely, but 

in the Form II classes (Teachers A - G) the incidence of 

lower level cognitive functioning is evident in most 

Social Studies lessons, for most interactions. It seems 

that the dominance of interaction focused on organisation 

may account for this in the lessons of Teachers Band G. 
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FIG . 16: Percentages of Verbal Interaction Content and 
Level Cat•gories for Each Lesson. 
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In Teacher F's lesson, as already indic a ted, muc h of the 

higher level interaction was initiated by the pup ils. 

Teachers A, C, and particularly D and Gare t '1e only teachers 

who consistently generated higher level functioning in their 

lessons. 

The data for Mathematics lessons shows an even 

greater tendency towards functioning at the knowledg e level, 

and to a less extent t he understanding level. Only Teachers 

D and G have frequent incidents at the applic a tion and 

evaluation levels. 

The highest incidence of the differing level cate

g ories for any lesson in Social Studies were: 76.3% knowledge 

level (Teacher B) , 68% understanding level (Teacher H), 24.5% 

application level (Teacher G) and 53.4% evaluation level 

(Teacher D). In Ma thematics lessons the highest category 

incidences were: 95% knowledge level (Teacher B), 51.4% 

understanding level (Teacher G), 34.,29~ application level 

(Teacher G) and 3.3% evaluation level (Teacher D). Teacher D 

had the high es t inci dence of evalua tio n level interactions for 

both lessons and the highest incidence of kno wledge level 

behaviour was recorded in Teacher B's two lessons. The mean 

for Social Studies lessons show that most of the verbal 

behaviour was at the understanding level or above, while in 

the Mathematics lessons it was at the knowledge level. 

Comparative data for the content orientation and 

level for each less on a re presented diagrammatically in 

Figure 16. 

(ii) Group Activities 

s with the data reported for other va ri a bles observed 
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in this study, group activities showed variation both from 

teacher to teacher, and for different subjects for the same 

teacher. Data for group activities for the two types of 

lesson are set out in Table 15. 

In the Social Studies lessons the most frequently used 

activity involving groups was similar to dams ' (1965) central 

group type class communication structure organisation - all 

groups were engaged with the teacher (usually in a teacher

pupil(s) discussion) without apparatus being used - category 

2 44% of all activities . The next most "popular" activity 

was category 4 - with group, no apparatus in use which 

accounted for 16 .39j o f group activities in Social Studies. 

In most lessons this involved pupils in discussion activities, 

under a teacher appointed leader, with a group reporter being 

responsible for taking notes and reporting back to the whole 

class. Category 1 - with teacher using apparatus received 

minimal s upport in three Form II lessons, but was the most 

used activity in one of the Junior Two lessons . Small group 

activities involving the use of ~pparatus were observed as 

major activities in the lessons of Teachers Band G and were 

minimally used in three other lessons, and category 5 

activities - individual ork using apparatu s , were used in 

the lesson of Teacher B only . Free choice activities occurred 

in two classrooms . In only one classroom was non-involvement 

of any significance observed. Category 8 - free choice 

activity - was used for only 4% of the tioe and only in t,o 

classrooms. 

More variation in the activities ias observed in · at,.e-

matics lessons, but as in Social Studies, category 2 activity 

- the 1hole class or individual groups directly involved ith 
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TABLE 15: Group Activities for Each Lesson. 
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TABLE 15: (cont'd) 
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the teacher with no apparatus - was by far the most 

frequently used. In six of the seven Form II lessons 

textboo based activities were engaged in, and in three of 

these lessons written activities from the blackboard were 

also used . Non-involvement as much more frequent in 

Mathematics lessons (2.8%) t an in Social Studies (0.69b), 

mainly at the Form II level. In the other Form II lesson 

and in the two second year junior lessons, the activities 

were mainly Categories 1, 3, 5 and 8 activities. Table 16 

sho s the activities engaged in by individual 0 roups in each 

classroom for all lessons. 

Correlation coefficients set out in Table 17 indicate 

that there is little relations ip between the type of 

activity used in the different t e of lesson. Column 1 

sho s correlations based on the -"1.Ilalysis of all categories 

including unused activities for each lesson. The second 

column shOiS the correlation coefficients derived fro the 

inclusion of only t ose activities used in any lesson. Only 

in the lessons of Teachers G and I are similar patters of 

group ac t ivity used. 

(c) Comparison of indings ,ith .elated Research. 

(1) landers' 1957 . ellington Study. 

Flanders (1960) reporte findings of category 

tallies for the five high scoring and five low scoring 

teachers in the 'ellington study. able 18 sets out the 

equivalent data for the two lessons that achieved the lowest 

I.D. Revised (Flanders' style) ratio of the Social Studies 

lessons and the two lessons tat ac ieved the lo vest I . D. 

ratios for Mathematics. These were combined to make up the 
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TABLE17:Correlation Co-efficients for All Categories and Actual Categories Used of Group Activities 
for the Two Lessons of Each Teacher. 

LEVEL -UVEL 
OP, df ~ 

TEACHER. CATEGORIES 0-8 SIGNIF' C~NCE CATEGOR.IE.S USC:O 51 GN IF I CA.NCE-
(h lll) 
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$$.ft'\ 

N.S r;s.W\ =- · So 7 N.S. 
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"·'" 

1<·0!,· Ys's.m = ·74 4 NS. 
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TARLE 18: Tallies per Thousand for the Four High I/D Ratio and the Four Low I/D Ratio 
Lessons. 

TEACHER SUBJECT VERBAL INTERACTION '(MODE) CATEGORIES 

HIGH I/D RATIO LESSONS 1,2,3 4 5 6,7 8,9 00 TOTAL 

c soe. ST. 91 113 141 23 138 102 608 
G " 94 5"9 62 15 313 81 624 
c MATHS. 67 137 90 39 176 164 673 
I " 69 57 39 61 91 317 634 

TOTALS 321 366 332 138 718 664 2539 

Tallies per Thousand 126 144 130 54 283 261 1000 
I 

LOW I/D RATIO LESSONS 

B soc. ST. 12 59 142 78 102 113 506 
F " 10 73 52 41 153 283 612 
D MATHS. 52 172 22 79 140 104 569 
F " 13 88 91 31 63 364 650 

TOTALS 87 392 507 229 458 864 2337 

Tallies per Thousand 38 168 131 98 196 369 1000 



four lessons for the low scoring lessons. Similarly the 

two highest I.D . ratio Soci 1 Studies lessons and the two 

highest athematics lessons were combined to rovide the data 

for the high scoring lessons . The data from Table 18 is shown 

in more graphic form in ~igure 17. 

There is a remarkable coincidence between the shape 

of the graph fr the present study shown and that presenting 

the data for the Flanders' study , but a vast difference in 
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the numerical values. Both the high scoring teachers and the 

lov. scori g teachers "better" the data Flanders reports for 

categories 1, 2 and 3. (The lo• scoring teachers in the present 

study are almost equal with the high scorin teachers in 

Flanders report.) Both low and high scoring teachers are 

"better" than either of Flanders' group 0 £ teachers in category 

4. An interesting feature of the present study data is the 

higher incidence of uestioning by the lo scoring teachers. 

The lo~ scoring and igh scoring Hamilton teachers have much 

lo·Ner tallies per thousa d than their 1957 . ellington counter

parts in categories 5, 6 and 7. The difference bet een tallies 

for the present group o~ teachers show remarkable decreases in 

category 5 and almost dramatic decreases in the categories of 

Flan ers' "vici us circle". 

Teachers i Flanders' sa ple generated more category 8 

and 9 behavio~r but the difference is slight for both hi h 

scoring, 315 compared with the present 283, and the low scoring 

196 compared with ~landers reported 203. The higher incide ce 

of No Talk tallies in this study is poss'bly a reflection o 

the greater amount of discussion, and group activities that 

were observed by comparison with the silences and confusions 

~-------- -



FIG. 17 
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Incidence of Tallies per Thousand of Verbal Interaction Mode Categories for the Four 
High Adjus ted Revised I/D Ratio Lessons, and The Four Low Adjusted Revised I/D Ratio 
Lessons. 
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included in Flanders ' data were coding stopped when pupils 

were engage in bookwork). 

It seems evident from these co parative data that the 

teachers of both the high scoring and the low scoring lessons 

in the Hamilton stu y cannot be compared witr those observed 

by Flanders, ad tentatively at least it would be possible to 

s ggest that a null hypothesis for these data could be 

rejected . 

(ii) Biddle and Adams' 1967 Missouri Study 
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The complexity of the Biddle and Adams (1967) study 

and the different means of data collection in the present 

study make any valid comparisons rather tenuous. No specific 

data equivalent to Biddle and Ada~s' content categories were 

collected, but data from the present study indicate a simi

lar picture of content orientation of both the New Zealand and 

Missouri classrooms. The amount of non-scheduled subject 

matter dissemi ~ted (6%) is higher than the 0.5~ in Social 

Studies and the 0.2;G in Mat ematics found in this study. 

Subject-matter accounted for 81% in Social Studies and 91% 

in Mathematics of the New Zealand classroom incidents compared 

with 47% dissemination of scheduled subject-matt r in Biddle 

and __ dams report to \?hich needs to be added 1976 intellectual-

isation about subject-matter. The 18.5;0 in ...,ocial Studies and 

7% in 1at e atics found for organisation , compares with their 

10% dissemination of information about organisation, but as 

indicate , much of the New Zealand data relates to subject-

matter organisatio • Sociation at 096 in Social Studies and 

1.596 in Mathematics, is a.bout equivalent to their findings but 

this is offset in the present study by the relatively high 



high incide ce of categories 1, 2 and 3 in mode behaviours. 

Analyses of cognitive levels of verbal interactions in the 

present study have no direct counterpart in Biddle and dams 

analysis , but the trend observed in com. unication mode with 

t~e emphasis on dissemination rather than intellectualisation 

is analogous to the level findings set out above. 

Data on teac~er location and participant location in 

this study , already discussed above (Tables 6 - 9), is ,uch 

ore easily compared, but as previously indicated, it seems 

that while there are similarities for some teachers in 

comparing data, in general the patterns in the sample st died 

here have a distinctive characteristic that differ from 

Adams findings and need much more empirical confirmation. 

d) Testi g the ypotheses Stated. 

\s a number of the hypotheses required a number of 

comparisons to be made for each variable class observed in 

the study, the data related to each teacher (for whom two 

lessons were available) , and the level of significance derived 

are set out in Table 19. 

(i) Te General Hypothesis 

The general hypothesis that Io significant 

inter-relationship would be found among the variables observed 

was not statistically tested in this study , but the data 

previously discussed at the descriptive levels ggest that 

a number of trends observed need to be further studied. 

(ii) The Specific Hypotheses (Intra-teacher 
Differences) 

HYPOTHESIS 1. 2: o significant differences in the 

patterns of teacher location would be found between lessons 

for a teacher. 
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TABLE 19: Significa nce Testing of the Hypotheses. 
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TABLE 19: ( c on t ' d ) 

VERBAL INTERACT I ON ~CUP 
ACTIVITIES 
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11 x2 tests with one exception are at below 

the .01 level of significance, a nd sug3est that the null 

hypot hesis be rejected. It appears that there are sig

nificant differences in location patterns adopted by 

teachers for different kinds of lessons . The other x2 test 

is belo, the .05 level of significance. 

HYPOTHESIS 2.2: No significant differences in 

the patterns of participant location would be found between 

lessons for a teacher • 

. 'Jith t ,o exceptions , significant differences in 

patterns of participant location were obtained at below the 

.01 level. The two non- significant results are close to the 

.05 level of significance however . gain the null hypot hesis 

was rejected as this sample of lessons suggests that the 

location of pupil participants does differ from lesson to 

lesson for a teacher. 

Chi square tests were also carried out on the 

data for the level of teac · er location movement an the 

volume of participant location behaviours . Four of the seven 

x2 tests show significant differences at below the .Ol level 

for each teacher for the different lessons , and indicate the 

need f or additional data to confirm this trend . 

HYPOTH~SIS 4.2 : No significant differences in 

the mode categories of verbal interaction would be found 

between lessons for a teacher . 

L number of tests were carried out , usi~g d"fferent 

combinations of categories , for this hypothesis . Only two 

teachers show a significant difference (One at the .01 level , 

and one at the . 05 level) when cate ories 1 - 3 are compared 
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with cate ory 7. For the other tea chers there appears to be 

no significant difference in the incidence oft ese categories 

between lessons. 

7hen category 4 is compared with categor 5, the 

results for or oft e seven teachers show significa t 

differences (three at below the .Ol level) for the use of 

these categories for different lessons. Four significant 

results (beloi .01) were also obtained when category 5 was 

compared 1it' category 6 incidence for the tro lessons 

observed for each teacher . 

{hen the categories used by Flande s for establish

ing I/D ratio levels are compared (categories 1-4 v categories 

5-7), three results were obtained on x2 tests at below the 

.01 level of significance. 

These ata suggest that in general there a ppear to 

be sig ·ficant differences etveen the incidence of mode 

categories for a teacher for diffe ent lessons, but any 

rejection of the null hypothesis can be only tentative. More 

substantial da ta are re uire to confirm this. 
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HYPO~H~srs 5 . 2: No signif·cant difference in the 

content categories of verbal interaction would be found between 

lessons for a te~c er. 

hll tests for significance were acceptable (six at 

below the . 01 level ) as the basis for rejecting the null 

hypothesis. The data suggest tat teachers do differ sign

ificantly in their use of the categories fort is variable 

from lesso to lesson. 

HYPOTHESIS 6 . 2: No signifi ca t differences in the 

level categories of verbal interaction would be fond betwee 



lessons for a teacher . 

The significance levels in al l cases for this 

variab e or all teachers are rell be:ow the .01 level, and 

the null hypoth sis can be rejected. ~eachers appear to 

differ markedly in the level at which they ha dle verbal 

inte raction for ifferent types of lesson . 

HYPOTHOSIS 7.2 : No significant difference i n the 

types of group activi ty pupils engage in would be found for 

different lessons for a teacher . 

Data for four group activities shov four signifi

cant x2 
tests at be ow the . 01 level (categories 0,2 , 4 , 6 and 7 

compare ,· h categories 1 , 3,5 and 8) out of the seven tests 

carried out. These ata suggest tat teachers do differ in 

the types of 0 roup activity they use for different lessons , 

but this can only be tentative in view of th small sample 

included . 

Taking all variables into account, of the eighty

n·ne tests of significance carried out 61 are significant at 

below the . 01 level, three at be ow the . 05 level , with 

t, enty-five not sibnificant . It seems that the number of 

significa t results is much greater than could be e.pecte by 

chance , and on the basis o these results it is possible to 

suggest that t , ere are marked differences in teacher behaviour 

for lessons of different kinds . 

HYP TH~SIS 8.1: {o relationship would be fou d 

bet,een Pupil I .~· and the level of p rticipant verbal 

interaction for individual pupi ls . 

Seven of the e l even cor relation coefficients are 
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significant (five at below the .01 level) and indic at tat there 

is a relationship between pupil I .~· and the nu ber of 



interactions a pupil has vith the teacher . More data is 

re uired to confir this. 

Group .ctivities. 

Four o the tests of the significance o~ differ

ences in brou_ activities for "fferent subject-matter are 

at better th the .01 level of significance , and further stu-

dies of this variable are need d before the null hypothesis 

can be accepted or rejected. Data suggest that h re are 

both interteacher and intrateacher differences in the 

selection o~ e oup activities used. 

I . v• v Level of Participant Response. 

Seven cf the eleven correlation co-effic·ents 

shown ~n Table 20 indicate that there is a si nificant 

relationship betwee a pupil's I.~ · and his level of 

participation in verbal i teractions .•. th the eacher . As 

the sample is s all, however, the data are suggestive fa 

trend only, and a 0reat deal more i.formation is needed 

before any rejection of the null hypothesis is possible, 

but it seems that factors other than chance o erated in the 

lessons observed in this study. Reasons for the finding of 

this te dency can only be speculative, but as there were 

more significant correlations for •Iather.iatics lessons, and 

these lessons te ed to be at lower levels when analysis of 

cognitive level as made , it is ossible the teach r's orn 

tentativeness in handling the subject-matter is such as to 

invite the correct ans er by directin 

kno n co rect responders. 

(e Conclusions to be Drawn. 

uestions at the 

The number of teacher to be drawn, in the sample for 
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TABLE 20: Correlation t.oefficients for I.Q. anrl the Number of Individual Pupil 
Participant Verbal Interaction Units. 

LEVEL LEVEL 

TEA.O·IER ~OC.lA.L 5TUDlES oJ MAT 1-11:MATICS ot 
StGNIFI~ StGNlFIQtQ 

A r • · 2 9 3 s (..i = a6). N. S . 
• r= · 35 {N =3,) l'<·OS 

B r = ·or (N =3.5) N. S. r = · 48 (N = 35) I'<· 01 

c r =- ·53 (N = 36) p<·OI r .. · 27 ( N = 18) N,S 

D r ::: · 32 (N ::.39) P<os r : ·+6 ( N =39) p<:. 01 

E N./A. r- ~ ·5~ ( t.J = +a) ,,<-. 01 

s: r= ·43 (N = 39) p<:Ol r : ·09 (N :39) N.S. 

df ·N-2 



this st y, places serious limitation on the generalis

ations that can be derived from the data despite the random 

nature of the selection, but the f i ndin s ar su estive of 

a number of important inf uences that are operati n~ in the 

classroom settin. 

It seems li ely that the teacher ' s position ~oes have 

an influe ce on the lev of articipat ion of pupils . A 

teacher who moves over the whole classroom rather than 

adopting a front - oriented location seems to interact 

verbal y ith pupils over a much wider area of the classroom. 

Horever, there seems to be a level of teacher movement 1hich 

is inhibiting of pupil ~articipation ratter tha acilitating 

eacher 's ~igh y mobile Mathe atics lesson resulted in a 

lo ering of the level of pupil talk by co par·son with t e 

ocial Studies lesson. The teacher's movement atterns 
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hen groups are working independently of the teacher seem to 

lessen t~e level of non-involveme t. For exa ple , in Teacher 

B's Social Studies lesson during rhich 5 locational mo es 

were made, one group was non-invo e for a considerable 

period of time because the teacher vas at• distance from the 

group which as situated near the back (were the teacher 

seldom ositioned himself). Th teecher tr· d to get involve

ment by giving directions from a distance , a.n while involved 

himse f with a other gr up , but th~ rcup did not return to 

the activit"y until the teacher moved closer . * Group 

activities seem to be associat d ,it teacher movement that is 

not front-oriented. In the classrooms I ere the teachers· ere 

* See _low dia ram moves 40-48 w ich rel ate to this incidence . 



more incline to spend a arge roportion of their time in 

the centre or at the back of the room, _re a so to be fund 

teachers ost likely to have pupils engaged i activities 

that involved the use of apparatus-centred lea ing 

act·vities rather than disc~ss·on or fO kbook ori nted 

tasks. 

erbal interactio. also sees to be enhanced by the 

location flexibility of the teacher, but the relationship 

bet.een the to variabl sis not clear-cut. eecher G used 

the classroom e vironment ~ lly in his movements ad the 

level o~ both lessons as higher than that achieve by most 

teach rs . Teacher D, however, moved little, used the front 

frequently or the left-rear area for a long period and also 

had a high level of cognitive functioning goin. Similarly 

eacher Cw o do inate the 'footlight parade" in Social 

Stud·es was able to do so while maintai ing cognitive 

functio ing at a reasonably hig level. 

It see1s easo al clear that teachers are signi i

cantly different vhen teach' g the two di ferent types of 

subject-matter used in this study, but the reasons for the 

differences are not so obv·ously isolated. e tativeness 

with the content ay be a factor, certainly int e only 
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esso observed vith Teacher E, s e seemed to have difficult

ies that were relate to inadequacy of conten nowled~e to 

the extent that the pu ils were disinterested in what was 

happening in the lesson and bec~me disruptive of the teacher's 

efforts to teachins. eacher F had a class whic was made up 

of pupils of ver high ·1· level ad handled the content i 

both lessons at a very lot level , gave little praise , yet 

had little of the difficulty experienced by Teacher E . 
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Teach~nb at different levelsof the school also sees 

t have di~tinctive c aracteristics . ~eachers of Second 

Year Junior classes te ded to bring the .hole group to

gether in close proximity,in the place .rhere the teacher has 

left a large space for this pur ose. Subject-matter at 

this level tends to be introduced through the ~edium of 

stories read or told in Social Studies. In rthe atics 

the childre war i n roups, exploring mathematical ideas 

and relatio s.ips, with little direction from or ~articipation 

with, t e teacher except in individ al one-to-one inter-

actions . oun ry school lessons also differ from t ose of 

t.e int rmediate school despite the similar age group of 

so e of the pupils. The iider age range tends to impose 

patterns of group orbanisation w ich necessitate the use 

of more infor al" u9il-centred' activities and nore 

independent pupil activity. Form II classes in intermediate 

schools te d to be more form~lly organised and run. ~trict 

adhere ce to a school-wide timetable, set lesson periods, 

upils mo ·ng from classroom to classroom , from teacher to 

teacher, and from one group of pupils to a other for 

different subjects , may tend to produce conditions w ich 

are re lected in the behaviours oft e teachers, and 

frequently of the pupils . This is bsent in the other 

types of classroo visi ed. Enthusiasm, for the acti ities 

being undertalen, tends to be minimised (emphasis on teacher 

d·rected activ:ties) distancing between teacher and students 

tends to be maximised (with loctional distance and verbal 

distance as shovn i data above) in many ca es. 

The characteristics of the lessons tend to suggest 



to su gest there is in some way a subtle inter

relationshi bet ,een th~ variables that t:is study set 

out to explore. Hopefully data gathere from more 

comprehensive studies iill bring a clearer understanding 

of the way these variables act together in producing 

learning-teac ing situations that enhance the q ality of 

both the learning and the teaching, and also provide for 

improved human relationships. 
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CHAP ER VI 

H3 STUDY 

In evaluating the project undertaken it is proposed 

to deal briefly with the uestion of the viability of 

the systems developed for measuring classroom activities, 

the difficulties inherent in direct observation, 

techniques that need to be developed to enhance object

ivity, and some directions th t classroom research needs 

to take. 

(i) Systems for nalysing Classroom .ctivities. 

In general the for measuring devices roved ade uat 

for recording objectively the behaviours observed. The 

coding system for recordin teacher location and ovement 

was satisfactory, provided the research assista t had 

rec rded adeq ate reference points on the coding sheets 

prior to the commencemen of the lesson to ensure that the 

correct rid location for t h e teachers was r corded. 

Pacing of the three second intervals provided no real 
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d. fficulties. ·vhile lacking pe haps in e,pirical precision, 

in the sense that maintaining precise time units over a 

half hour period imposed considerable strain on the 

recorder, the data collected did give an accura e record 

of movement, but durat·on of location may need the sup ort 

of a mechanical timing device to improve accuracy. 

Recording participant location exposed some weaknesses 

in the system developed. To keep a se uential coding th&t 

ould coincide with the timing of teacher location -

identical three second interva s - prov·ed impossible, 

because the two coders had no common time reference point, 



being separate fro 1 one another, and because in coding 

pupil interactions it was frequently necessar to break 

the three second rule if more than one behaviour occurred 

within the time unit interval. lso it was necessary for 

the participant location recorder to maintain the three 

second time unit seque ce throughout the ,hole lesson 

e r io , even thought e only data required were the units 

of pupil verbal behaviour. It seems desirable that this 

be re. oved butt t some means of correlgting pupi 

location during verbal interaction with teacher location 

b retained . further difficulty in usin~ this system 
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was that pupils frequently left their desks to move towards 

the teacher to engage in verbal interaction, and no useful 

me ans o recording this kind of ata ,as developed - a 

variable t1at it seems may be of so~e si nifica ce. In 

tne present stud such interactions were recorded a ai st 

the upil ' s desk location it an qrrow and circle ~ 
to indicate tat this interaction as in a locat·on 

a ~Y from t e pupil ' s o~n desk . Pupil move et may need 

more precise measurement tan has been to date explored. 

In vie· of these d" fie lties no precise reliance could 

be placed on data obtained from comparing the sequen ial 

coding for teacher location an participant location to see 

i coi cide c ,as occur r i ng i n patterns cf interaction 

location . 

Other than to co firm subjective observations o the 

nature of 0 rou activities, no systematic a alysis of 

teac.ers' res.onses to the uestions a out the group 

arrange ents . or the classroom were undertaken . It sees 



though , that if teachers really do believe that group 

arrange ent of the classroom is structur~lly desira le 

some means of convincing the of the functional benefits 

should be provided by gatheri g data about th·s as ect of 

classroom organisat·on, and relating it to the types of 

group activity that can be beneficially used. 

The coding system for recor ing the verbal behaviours 

that occurred from the taped lessons , despite its complexity, 

proved very successful in providing a means of encoding 

interaction int ree dimensions without the need to make 

typed transcripts of the whole tape for each. One of the 

ob ious deficiencies of the system was that it prec uded the 

use of any unit of measu ement other than the arbitrary 

timed unit, but it is believed tat a close inspection of 

he seq ential data for each lesson makes it possible to 

analyse out the behavi ur episodes. This rather massive 

task was not atte pted in the present study but does give 

so~e hope for such analysis in future projects. Some doubt 

about the reliabi ity of the four level categories remains, 

and while they are still considered reasonably satisfactor, 

the gap between understanding and evaluation, filled only 

with the application category , seems to be somet i g of a 

conceptual vacuum . Some category derived from Taba et al ' s 

system may need to be inc uded to add refinement t.at 

pr sently seems lack"ng . As with the other coding syste s, 

the lack of a precise time measuring device 3ea ens the 

reliability of the ata generated. Jhil e the re ras, in 

general , a reasonable coincidence of the number of three 

second time unit for each system used for each lesson, more 
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precision is desirable. 

The roup activities coding system also proved very easy 

to administer in the live setting of the classroom. stop 

watch with a large sweep hand was used to give precise t"me 

nits of 30 seconds , and conseq ently th"s also provided 

a reference poi t for teacher location and p pil location 

coding timin when he teacher's location was recorded 

coincidentallJ vi t a part· cular group. he broad cate ories 

of activity selected as the means of analysing the group to 

group activities ~ere very satisfoctory, but 11 ho coded 

int e syste suggested tat sub-category refinements could 

easily be ~cco.modated tlthout making the task of reco:ding 

any .ore difficult . For example c~tegory 1 could 

differentiate between whether pupils or teacher are using 

apparatus, or even both. Category 8 needs refinement to 

indicate hether the activ.ties are oriented to the subject 

matter of the lesson being observed or are 11fr e en choice. 

he ime unit seened adequate as a means of checking other 

codines bei g made simultaneously. 

(ii) Difficult.es of Direct Observatio. 

s as been su~gested earlier, one eac er 1as un er 

obvious stress uring the observation of one lesson, ad 

it is li.ely tat other teachers are under less obvious 

stress during the visit to a classroom. It beco es 

questionable as to ho1 close y the behaviour recorded is 

represe ~tive of the natural behaviour of the teacher and 

t e pupils. _his difficu ty oe s not ~ecessitate the 

aba donment o cla ssrooms as the place to co lect ata 

about the natural ev nts of classrooms. It seems desirable 
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th~t the use of video-tape recordings be used to minimise 

the stress teachers experience hen under obvious obser

vation - espec·ally when the o serving tea has a number 

of ~eachers' College staff as me.bers . Vhile t e lessons 

observed did appear to be natural, and the t achers vhen 

questio s aeree tat they had not noticed he presence 

of the team too much , it seems essential tat some mean of 

reviewin es~ons , as provided by v "deo-tapes, is t~ only 

compl tely satisfactory~ ans of measuring all the desired 

variables concurrently. In addition t ere is no way of 

estirnatin the missed ehaviou sin the direct observation 

type study. The reco d r focusing attention on behaviour 
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one moment and t.e co ing sheet the ext wi 1 inevitAbly lose 

some incidents. Video-tape used in conjunction wit a 

r corder workinb alongside an observers oul eliminate the 

po~sibility of wastage. It is also possib e to use mo e 

precise timin instruments to ensure greater acc1racy of 

the duration of behaviour inc"dents. This study was under-

taken tith the long term ai. o developing codin0 systems 

that could be use with video-taped lessons . 

(iii) Techni ues for Improving Ob"ectivity. 

In a ditio to the difficulties in direct observ- ion 

it seems desirable that means be evelo· d to subject data 

collected to more precise statistica anal sis. hroughout 

the reportage of this study t ere has been a doubt ~s tote 

e fici~.cy of the statistical measures being used to exp ore 

the inter-relationships among the va ia~l s being o serve . 

It was for this reason t.at the main statist"cal focus has 

been on the intrateacher differences rather than those that 
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exist between teaches . either correlation coefficients 

nor th c is ua e statistic seem ade uate for this 

purpose, and more sophisticat d statistica techniq es 

need to be developed to cope witl t.e particular kins of 

data encountere in classroom observations. 

The use o concensus codi 5 of the content, leve 

c mpo e ts of verbal interaction seemed a e uate for a 

stady of tlis nature , but for a study fro~ whic gener-

alisations may become a poss~bility, it seens desirable 

tat more precise techniques be developed. The use of 

Adams' coefficient of interceder reliabi_ity sed for the 

mode codinbs , or some similar statistical ~rocedur needs 

to be employed on the content and level codings . In 

practice it appeared that often t_e persuasiveness of the 

coder 1ith t_e rr.o e definite o inion in arriving ta 

co census could sway the decision of the other coders. 

Tis was ho:ever, overcome by repeated replays of the 

excerpt nti, hopef lly, an unbiased co sensus was achieved. 

anual recessing of the massive amount of data collected 

i~ studies even as modest as this pr sent on, needs to be 

re.._>laced by computer. Despi e care in c ecking data 

analysed the lik lihood of error is increased when ma.ual 

techniques are used . 

(iv) =uture Research Directions in the Search for 
Understanding. 

This study has merely scratched the surface of the 

anal sis o classroom i teracti ns. great deal o e 

evi ence about the important vari bles th t etermine 

classroom behaviour is neede . It seems that the findings 

for variables focused on i this st g·ve hope for 



developing some underst ding of the nature of the 

teaching-le~rnin cycle. it modification and the 

achievement of greater ecision , and extension of the 

means of a ys·s of data, we can begin to know what is 

hap ening in e.r Zealand classrooms at different levels 

in different t s of sc cols . 

Furt er evi e ce of the rel tionship bet,een teacher 

pro~imity to h"s pupils (or the distancing that occurs) , 

and t e nature and quality of verbal interactions nee s to 

e explored . More informat·on is also needed about the 

locational patterns of teac ers in a larger sa ~le than 

tat re~orted here , and the patterns of pupil participation 

in the verbal interactions. dditional data is a so needed 

on I • • and pupil participation in verbal interactions. 

It s ecessary that the verbal interaction di~e sions be 

analysed more syste atically to see the re:~tions ip tat 

exists between the effect of the level of teacher question-

in on pupil response . refinement of the pupi talk 
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categories nay be necessary to differentiate bet, en response 

an initiat"on verbal behaviour. 

If it is establis. ed tho gh future research, tat 

there are differences betveen teachers inc assroom benaviour 

it might be esirable to ascertai the degree to which 

teacher role expectancy and role conflict are invo ved. 

If Thompson ' s ( 972) findings a cut these are found to apply 

to a d er sample of teachers the establish et of differences 

based on t ese data ight be 1orth p rsuinb in parallel to 

the kind of findings su gested by t1is stud . 

Group structure and the functional effects of different 

types of group or class activities need much additional 



study to ascertain the re a ionshi of these to pupil 

participation, teacher location an the ynamics of 

intragroup behaviour. It seems tat some ~eans of 

obtaining data on tLe verbal behaviour of pupils in sm 11 

group activities must be deve ope . This would re uir 

a number of tape recorders being uned to record the small 

group i teractions , if 1 the behaviours of individual 

groups are to be captured for analysis. This, whil a task 

of ~ajo proportions may be necessary to un erstand ew 

ealand classroom activitieo as grou arraneements seem to 

be the most sed form of fu:t)ni ture arra ge .. ent i classes 

at the primary and intermediate levels . In making tape 

recordings for the lessons on this study it was found that 

sma 1 roup pupil-teacher interaction as a le to be 

recorded successfully by fading out the omni-di ectional 

microphones and recording only via the teacher's neck 

microphone ( here this as worn). ~he quality of te cher 

talk •as excellent, and pu il talk , vhile at lo,· level , 

was always codable • . n essential for qny f ture project 

iould be a cordles neck m·crop one for the teacher and 

the placing of overhead microphones above each roup. 

~tudies of classroom behaviour nee to be exte ded 

to secondary institutions too if complete understandinb ad 

genera isability of :i dings is to e achieved . This 

latter must probably remain a istant goal , but it is on y 

likely to be realised by the building up of data for class

rooms at all levels i all sub"ects. 

· hile we kno·v comparatively little as yet about the 

natu a events of our classro s, it is believed that the 

data fro. tis pilot study , suggest tat ew Zealand 
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classroom activities do have disti~ctive characteristics 

that preclude the use of generalisations from c assrooms 

of other countries. The oask of qccumulating data w ic 

will further confirn this is likely to be an onerous but 

exciting o e . 
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APPE DIX 

The formula for computing intercoder reliability 

in all the variable classes was an adaptation of that 
A - ( 11 ~ 1 • D) 

used by dams (1965): R = ------ ----------, where 
+ D 

=No.of incidents of agreement, 

D =No . of incidents of disagreement , 

+ D = Total o . of incidents in the lesson segment , and 

N =No . of tolerated coding incidents . 

1 . T CHER LOC TION . 

CODER A B 

0 . 94 

B 1 . 00 

c 0 . 97 I 0 . 89 

(i) o . of Teacher 
Location Moves . 

c 
0 . 97 

0 . 91 

2 . PARTICIPANT LOC TION . 

COD~R A B c 
0 . 90 0 . 87 

B 0 . 92 0 . 82 

c 0 . 94 0 . 81 

( ii) No . of Teacher 
Duration Units . 

1Ef 1TS 
i) 0 . 95 

(ii) 0 . 94 
l .! 

( ii) No. of Partici-
I 

pat Verbal 
1 Interaction Units 
I by Location . 

(i) 10 . of Participant M S 
lerlal Interaction (i) 0 . 89 
Units. ii) 0 . 86 
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3 . GROUP ACTIVITIES. 

CODER B c 

A. -

B 0.84 -
c 0 . 91 0 . 80 -
Incidence of Group :tvr"" 
ctivities . 0 . 85 

4 . VERBAL IHTERACTION MODE (Means for the 3 x 5 minute 
Lesson Segments) . 

CODER B c 

0 . 87 0 . 84 

B 0 . 88 0 . 81 

c 0 . 75 0 . 85 

(i) Lesson I 
Teacher C (Soc St) 

(ii) Lesson II 
Teacher D (Maths) 

(~~~83J 
ii) 0 . 84 

CODER J B cl 
A ; 0 . 89 0 . 82 

B 

c 

0 . 92 • 0 . 86 

0 . 95 0 . 86 

(iv) Les son IV 
Teacher G (Maths) 

( iii) Le s son III -d NEANS--1 
Teacher H ( Soc St) ii i ) 0 . 91 

iv) 0 . 86 

I -


